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Abstract

Digital data is a basic form of research product for which citation, and the
generation of credit or recognition for authors, are still not well understood.
The notion of data credit has therefore recently emerged as a new measure,
defined and based on data citation groundwork.

Data credit is a real value representing the importance of data cited by
a research entity. We can use credit to annotate data contained in a curated
scientific database and then as a proxy of the significance and impact of that
data in the research world. It is a method that, together with citations, helps
recognize the value of data and its creators.

In this paper, we explore the problem of Data Credit Distribution, the
process by which credit is distributed to the database parts responsible for
producing data being cited by a research entity.

We adopt as use case the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology (GtoPdb),
a widely-used curated scientific relational database. We focus on Select-
Project-Join (SPJ) queries under bag semantics, and we define three distri-
bution strategies based on how-provenance, responsibility, and the Shapley
value.

Using these distribution strategies, we show how credit can highlight fre-
quently used database areas and how it can be used as a new bibliometric
measure for data and their curators. In particular, credit rewards data and
authors based on their research impact, not only on the citation count. We
also show how these distribution strategies vary in their sensitivity to the
role of an input tuple in the generation of the output data and reward input
tuples differently.
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Responsibility, Shapley value
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1. Introduction1

Citations are an essential component of scientific research that allow us to2

find research products and create and understand their relationships. They3

form a basis to give credit to authors, papers, and venues [21, 22, 68]. Cita-4

tions are used, among other things, to decide on tenure, promotion, hiring,5

and funding of grants for researchers [23, 36, 45, 50].6

Science and research are increasingly digital, and numerous curated databases7

are at the core of scientific research efforts [13]. It is therefore generally ac-8

cepted that data must be cited and citable [16, 46], and that data citations9

should contribute to the scientific reputation of researchers, scientists, data10

curators, and creators [4, 62]. It is also accepted that data citations should11

be counted alongside traditional citations and contribute to bibliometrics12

indicators [7, 54].13

A central problem with data citation is how to attribute credit to data14

creators and curators [12]. How to handle and count the credit generated15

by data citation and how it contributes to traditional and new bibliometrics16

are long-standing research issues [10, 31]. However, data citations and their17

related bibliometrics do not always fully reward the creators of data used in a18

database, even when correctly applied. Data is often cited at the “database19

level” or the “webpage level”. In the first case, even though only a data20

subset was used, the whole database ends up being cited, and therefore all21

credit goes only to the key personnel of the database. In the second case,22

the database has a website with webpages that can be individually cited.23

The webpages are built using data extracted from the database, which is24

aggregated by topic and layout to resemble a traditional research paper.25

Often the creators and curators of the webpage’s data are not credited or26

only marginally credited for their work [3].27

Recently, the idea of Data Credit Distribution (DCD) [30, 42, 67] has28

emerged, built on top of methodologies for data citation. Data credit is a29

value that is computed based on the importance of the data being cited in a30

research entity (typically a paper), and is a proxy for the impact of the data31

on the citing entity. The DCD problem consists of distributing this credit to32

elements in the databases that are responsible for the generation of the data33

being cited. The goal of DCD is to improve and expand the reach of data34

citation, rather than being an alternative to it.35

In this paper, we consider data credit as a measure of value for data in a36

(curated) scientific database. Credit is a real value that can be assigned to37
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data of any kind and at any level of granularity. Therefore, the concept of38

“data” is left intentionally vague, although we focus on relational databases39

in this paper. Credit acts as a proxy for the value of data based on the40

measure of citations, accesses, clicks, downloads, or other surrogates for data41

use.42

We define DCD as the process, method, or algorithm used to assign credit43

to a given datum or dataset. It differs from the traditional citation setting44

since:45

1. When a paper p1 cites another paper p2, a +1 citation “credit” is given46

to p2, and to all its authors. It does not matter why or how p1 cites p2
1,47

the result is always +1 to the citation count of p2 and of its authors. A48

different credit distribution strategy can assign a quantity of credit to49

p2 and its authors that is proportional to the role played by p2 in p1.50

Hence, we can weight the importance of the cited entities and assign51

credit according to their role.52

2. Traditional citations are atomic: a citation from p1 to p2 can never53

be broken into pieces and assigned in part to p2 and in part to other54

papers or data that contributed to p2. In contrast, with data credit,55

we use a non-atomic real value, which can be divided and distributed56

to multiple components of a database.57

3. Credit can be transitive, that is, it can be propagated through one58

cited entity to other entities cited by it that contributed to its content.59

Citations, traditionally, are not.60

We study the DCD problem in the context of relational databases (RDBs)61

since they are widely used2 and are the main focus of current work in data62

citation methods [13, 15, 55]. RDBs are also frequently a test-bed for new63

methods that can be adapted to other databases, e.g., graphs or document64

databases. The “portions” of data in an RDB that can be credited can be65

defined at different levels of granularity, in particular: (i) the whole database,66

(ii) tables, (iii) tuples, and (iv) attributes. The ability to specify different67

levels of granularity in a relational database allows us to define the DCD68

problem at a particular level of granularity. In this paper, we focus on DCD69

at the tuple level.70

1Note that there is vast research on this topic and many alternative proposals, but
none of them currently work at a large scale.

2The “relational database market alone has revenue upwards of $50B” [1].
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Figure 1: Overview of the credit distribution pipeline.

The DCD process that we use is summarized in Figure 1:71

Step 1 Scientists and experts create and curate the information contained72

in a scientific database. These are called the “Data Curators”.73

Step 2 Other researchers use the data in their research, and when possible,74

cite them.75

Step 3 The citation to the data generates credit, that can be used as a76

proxy for the impact of the data on the citing paper. This credit is77

represented as a real value k ∈ R>0.78

Step 4 Given the database instance I and the query Q, the data provenance79

of Q(I) is computed as a form of metadata that captures how Q used80

I to generate the output [18].81

Step 5 Provenance is input to the Credit Distribution Strategy (CDS, also82

referred only as Distribution Strategy, DS). CDS is a function f that83

takes as input the credit k, distributes it to the data in the input84

database I, and is defined on the basis of citation policies decided at85

the database administration level or at the domain community level.86
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Step 6 Once the CDS is computed, it is used to distribute the credit k to the87

parts of the database that are responsible for the generation of Q(I).88

Transitively, this credit is also divided and given to the corresponding89

authors of those data.90

This paper expands the work in [27] where we first defined the problem91

of DCD in relational databases, and proposed a viable Distribution Strategy92

(DS) based on lineage – the simplest form of data provenance. The lineage93

of a tuple t in the output Q(I) is defined as the set of all and only the tuples94

in the database instance I that are “relevant” to the production of t and95

indicated as Lt. The corresponding strategy equally redistributes the credit96

k to the tuples in the lineage set, thus each tuple receives credit k/|Lt|,.97

One may argue that this DS is too simplistic, since lineage does not convey98

any information about the role or importance of input tuples in the query.99

Therefore, one may desire to give more credit to the tuples that are more100

important to the production of the output, i.e. those tuples that, if removed,101

would prevent the output tuple from appearing in the final result, or those102

tuples used more than once by the query.103

Therefore, in this paper, we expand the ideas in [27] by proposing new104

DSs based on another form of data provenance: how-provenance [33]. We105

also propose other two DS based on the concepts of responsibility [51] and106

the Shapley value [26, 48]. We focus on SQL queries under the bag semantics107

assumption.108

We discuss why one provenance form may be preferred to another de-109

pending on the application and its goals. We show that the DS based on110

responsibility gives more credit to tuples that are essential to the production111

of the result set. In contrast, the how-provenance-based DS considers the112

different ways in which a tuple is used. Finally, we present an alternative113

take on the problem with the Shapley-based DS that models the distribution114

process as a competitive game in which tuples that contribute more to the115

generation of the output are correspondingly rewarded more.116

We use a well-known curated database called the IUPHAR/BPS3 Guide117

to Pharmacology [35] – GtoPdb4 – to evaluate the DSs. GtoPdb contains118

expertly curated information about diseases, drugs, cellular drug targets, and119

3International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology/British Pharmacology Soci-
ety

4https://www.guidetopharmacology.org/
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their mechanisms of action. We chose GtoPdb for two main reasons: (i) it120

is a widely-used and valuable curated relational database, (ii) many papers121

in the literature use, and cite, its data (i.e., families, ligands, and receptors).122

Real queries used in papers can therefore be seen as data citations that can123

be used to assign data credit.124

We perform four sets of experiments. In the first, real queries are ex-125

tracted from papers published in the British Journal of Pharmacology (BJP),126

that represent data citations to GtoPdb, and are used to distribute credit in127

the database using the three different provenance-based DSs. In the second128

and third experiment we analyze the behavior of the different DS when com-129

plex citation queries are employed. In the fourth set of experiments we use130

both real and synthetic queries to assess the difference between traditional131

citation and the notion of credit distribution in terms of rewarding those132

responsible for the data, e.g. data curators.133

Contributions of this work include:134

• Three Distribution Strategies based on how-provenance, responsibility135

and the Shapley value.136

• An in-depth analysis of the effects of credit distribution on real-world137

curated data and of the differences between the three proposed Distri-138

bution Strategies.139

• A comparison between the behavior of traditional citations and data140

credit in rewarding data curators.141

Outline. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents142

background material and related work. Section 3 describes the GtoPdb use143

case. Section 4 presents the forms of provenance used in the paper. Section144

5 describes the credit distribution problem and the proposed distribution145

strategies. In Section 6 we present the experimental evaluation, followed146

by a discussion of our design decisions in Section 7. Section 8 draws some147

conclusions and outlines future work.148

2. Background149

Data in Research. Research transitioned to the fourth paradigm of science [37],150

that is, data-intensive scientific discovery, where data are essential for scien-151

tific advances as well as for traditional publications [6].152
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The scientific community is promoting an open research culture [53],153

founded on methods and tools to share, discover, and access experimental154

data. A striking example is the FAIR principles (Findable, Accessible, Inter-155

operable, and Reusable) [64], which every database should enforce. In par-156

ticular, data should be accessible from the articles, journals, and papers that157

cite or use them [21]. The need for reproducibility of experiments through the158

used data; the availability of scientific data; and, the connections between159

data and the scientific results are all needed aspects to operationalize the160

fourth paradigm, and relevant for data citation [38].161

Data Citation: Principles and Motivations. Data Citation principles were162

proposed in [20], and later summarized and endorsed by the Joint Declara-163

tion of Data Citation Principles (JDDCP) [49]. The principles are divided164

into two groups [60]. The first group is about the role of data citation in165

scholarly and research activities such as the (i) importance of data (why data166

citation is important and why data should be considered as first-class citi-167

zens); (ii) credit and attribution to the creators and curators of the data;168

(iii)evidence; (iv) verifiability ; and interoperability, with these last three re-169

quiring data citation methods to be flexible enough to operate through differ-170

ent communities. The second group defines the main guidelines to establish171

a data citation systems, and contains principles such as the (i) unique iden-172

tification of the data being cited; (ii) (open) access to data; (iii) guarantee173

of persistence and availability of citations even after the lifespan of the cited174

entity; the (iv) specificity of a citation, i.e. it must lead to the data set175

originally cited.176

The main motivations for data citation are outlined in [60] and range from177

data attribution and connection to data sharing, impact and reproducibility.178

2.1. Data Citation in Relational Databases179

Relational databases have been the target of data citation methods since180

the surge of the data-centric research paradigm. The RDA “Working Group181

on Data Citation: Making Dynamic Data Citable”5 [56] (hereafter, RDA-182

WGDC) has developed guidelines for citing large, dynamic, and changing183

datasets which have now moved on into adoption phase. The datasets con-184

sidered by the Working Group are often relational.185

5https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/data-citation-wg.html
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The RDA-WGDC [57] reported that there are various implementations186

of its guidelines for Data Citation on MySQL/Postgres relational databases.187

Some of these databases are: DEXHELPP6 (Social Security Records); NERC188

(ARGO Global Array); EODC (Earth Observation Data Centre) [32]; LNEC189

(River dam monitoring); MDS (Million Song Database) [9]; CBMI7 (Center190

for Biomedical Informatics); VMC (Vermont Monitoring Cooperative); CCA8
191

(Climate Change Center Austria); VAMDC (Virtual Atomic and Molecular192

Data Center) [28, 69].193

More examples of work on data citation in relational databases are [2,194

13, 25, 65]. The website https://fairsharing.org/ keeps an updated list195

of curated and scientific databases (many of which are relational or graph-196

based) following FAIR guidelines. These databases are citable since they are197

compliant with the most recent guidelines, and they are in the vast majority198

of cases accessible via dynamically created webpages. In all these databases it199

is, therefore, possible to implement DCD on top of the existing infrastructures200

for citing data.201

Data citation techniques are primarily applied to relational databases202

because of their pervasiveness as well as the “identifiability” of the portions203

of data that are to be cited: the whole database, a relation, a tuple, or204

even an attribute. Many papers [2, 11, 13] consider more complex citable205

units, recognizing that often the views of a database are the ones to be cited.206

Generally, a view is a query on the database. To this end, [65] suggested207

decomposing the database into a set of views, where each view is associated208

with its citation.209

At present, the most common practices to cite databases include:210

1. A database cited as a whole, even though only parts of the databases211

are used in the papers or datasets. Alternatively, the so-called “data pa-212

pers” are cited, being traditional papers that describe a database [17].213

In this case, all the credit from the citations goes to the database ad-214

ministrators or to the authors of the data papers.215

2. Subsets of data, obtained by issuing queries to a database, are individ-216

ually cited. This is the solution adopted by the RDA-WGDC [56]. In217

6http://www.dexhelpp.at/
7https://medicine.missouri.edu/centers-institutes-labs/

center-for-biomedical-informatics
8https://ccca.ac.at/startseite
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this case, the credit generated from citations is distributed among the218

contributors of the portions of data being cited, and/or to the database219

administrators.220

3. The database is accessible via a series of webpages that arrange the221

content of the database by topic or theme. Examples in the life science222

domain include the Reactome Pathway database [41], the GtoPdb [35],223

and the VAMDC [69]. Every single Webpage is unequivocally identifi-224

able and can be individually cited.225

2.2. Data Credit226

Data credit is related to data citation: they both aim to recognize the227

work of data creators and curators. Data credit can be seen as a by-product228

of data citation, since credit attribution is impossible without the presence229

of data citations.230

In this framework, Katz [42] suggests the need for a modified citation231

system that includes the idea of transient and fractional credit, to be used232

by developers of research products as software and data. Two considerations233

are made: (i) research objects such as data and software are currently not234

formally rewarded or recognized by the community; (ii) even in traditional235

papers, the contribution of each author to the work is hard to understand,236

unless explicitly specified in the paper. This is even more true for data, where237

different groups of people work on the same database.238

In [42] credit is defined as a “quantity” that describes the importance of a239

research entity, such as papers, software, or data, mentioned in a citation. It240

also proposed the idea of a distribution of credit from research entities, such241

as papers or data, to other research entities through citations. Therefore,242

when discussing data credit, we need to consider credit computation – i.e.,243

the process to compute the quantity of credit generated by the citation – and244

credit distribution – i.e., the process to distribute credit and to assign it to245

the entities that contributed to the creation/curation of the cited data. In246

this paper we focus on the latter.247

These two processes are done by exploiting the structure of the citation248

graph, a directed graph whose nodes are publications and edges are citations.249

This graph is the model at the core of systems such as Google Scholar and250

the Web of Science. We add to this that the concept of credit can be built251

on top of the existing infrastructure handling traditional and data citations.252

Katz [42] further explores the idea of a distribution of credit from re-253

search entities (i.e., papers and data) to other research entities through cita-254
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tions that connect them. Thanks to the idea of “credit distribution”, some255

problems related to traditional citations can be addressed:256

1. Credit rewards research entities that to date are not (formally) recog-257

nized (a goal shared with data citation).258

2. Credit can reward authors proportionally to their role in generating the259

entity. The more an author contributes to a paper, the more credit is260

given to him. Zou and Peterson [68] work on something similar with261

their zp-index, which includes in its formulation the position (and thus262

the role) of a publication author to represent its impact in the work263

itself.264

3. Credit can be transitively channeled through a chain of papers citing265

each other, thus enabling the rewarding of older papers that are no266

more cited, since other papers summarize or report their content but267

are nevertheless crucial in a research area for the influence of their268

content.269

Fang [30] presents a framework to distribute the credit generated by a270

paper to its authors and to the papers in its reference list in a transitive way.271

Let us consider the citation graph as the graph where the nodes are papers272

and the links are the citations among them. In this graph, every paper is273

a source of credit, which is then transferred to the neighboring nodes. The274

quantity of credit received by each cited paper depends on its impact/role275

in the citing paper. So far, this theoretical framework is limited to papers,276

but it can be easily extended to a citation graph including both papers and277

data.278

Zeng et al. [67] proposes the first method to compute credit within a279

network of papers citing data. Adopting a network flow algorithm, they280

simulate a random walk to estimate a score for each dataset, leveraging real-281

world usage data to compute the credit. This is the first step towards an282

automatic credit computation procedure. This proposal is, however, limited283

to assigning credit to whole datasets, and it does not deal with the granu-284

larity of data. It does not work to assign credit to a single research entity285

within a dataset. Differently from Zeng et al. [67], we do not treat the credit286

computation process, but we focus on the distribution process.287

2.3. Data Provenance288

To distribute credit, we base our methods on the data provenance body-289

work. Data provenance is information that describes the origin and the290
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process of creation of data. It can also be seen as metadata pertaining to291

the derivation history of the data. It is particularly useful to help users to292

understand where data are coming from, and the process they went through.293

Data citation and data provenance are closely linked [3] since both are forms294

of annotations on data retrieved through queries. Data provenance has been295

widely studied in different areas of data management. In this paper, we fo-296

cus on provenance for database management systems (DBMS). For further297

details on data provenance, please refer to surveys like [18] and [61].298

Cheney et al. [18] presents four main types of data citation for DBMS: lin-299

eage [24], why-provenance [14], how-provenance [33] and where-provenance [14].300

Let us start with the first three provenances. Given a database instance301

I, a query Q, and the result Q(I), consider one tuple t of the output. Its302

provenance is information about its generation through the tuples of the303

input that are used by Q. Different types of provenance convey different304

levels of information. Since these three provenances are computed for each305

tuple of the output, they are also referred to as tuple-based.306

Where-provenance, differently from the other three, is attribute-based, so307

we do not take it into account in this work since we consider the tuple as the308

finest citable unit.309

Green et al. [33] defined the semiring model which captures all of the310

above provenance models – lineage, why-provenance, how-provenance and311

where-provenance – and expresses set semantics, bag semantics and some312

extensions of the relational model. For data credit distribution, the results313

achieved with lineage and why-provenance are subsumed by those obtained314

using how-provenance, which we focus on in this work.315

2.4. Causality and Responsibility316

We also consider the notions of causality and responsibility, as defined317

in [51]. Causality is an enrichment of lineage, and it is the attribution of318

a certain degree of importance to the tuples of the lineage based on their319

role in the generation of the output. Responsibility is a value given to the320

tuples of the lineage to rank them based on their degree of causality (the321

more important the role of a tuple in generating the output, the higher its322

responsibility).323

While computing responsibility for general queries is hard [19], Meliou324

et al. [51] proved a dichotomy result for conjunctive queries: for each query325

without self-joins, either its responsibility can be computed in PTIME in the326
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size of the database or checking if it has a responsibility below a given value327

is NP-hard.328

2.5. Shapley value329

The Shapley value was introduced in 1952 [59], framed as a cooperative330

game played by a set A of players, and defined by a wealth function v that331

assigns to each coalition set B ⊆ A the wealth v(B). The question behind the332

Shapley Value is how to quantify the contribution of each player to the overall333

wealth. Informally, the Shapley value is defined as follows [48]: assume that334

we select players randomly one by one and without replacement, starting335

with the empty set. Every time a player a is selected, its addition to the336

coalition B produces a change in the wealth of the coalition from v(B) to337

v(B∪{a}). The Shapley value of a is the expectation of change that a causes338

in this probabilistic process.339

The Shapley value has been widely used, e.g. in economics, law, envi-340

ronmental science, and network analysis, and has strong theoretical justifica-341

tions. However, its use in databases as a metric for quantifying the influence342

of a tuple on the output of a query (thereby presenting an alternative to343

responsibility) has only recently been considered [48]. The initial theoreti-344

cal analysis in [48] showed lower bounds on the complexity of the problem,345

but did not suggest a feasible implementation. However, very recently, an346

efficient implementation for Boolean queries has been provided [26], both in347

terms of an exact computation (it works well for most queries) and in inexact348

one (it is extremely fast and provides the same ranking of tuples as the exact349

computation, but not necessarily the same values).350

3. Use Case: GtoPdb351

The IUPHAR/BPS Guide to Pharmacology [35] (GtoPdb9) is a well-352

known scientific relational database that contains expertly curated informa-353

tion about diseases, drugs in clinical use, their cellular targets, and the mech-354

anisms of action on the human body. It is curated and maintained by the355

GtoPdb Committee and 96 subcommittees, comprising 512 scientists collab-356

orating with in-house curators who draw the information contained in the357

database from high-quality pharmacological and medicinal chemistry litera-358

ture. Roughly 1000 researchers from all over the world have contributed to359

9https://www.guidetopharmacology.org/
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Figure 2: Partial map of the GtoPdb hierarchical structure grouping the targets into
families and family types.

the database, and the curators wanted to give recognition to these contribu-360

tors. This led to some early work on data citation [11].361

GtoPdb is relational, but its logical structure is hierarchical as shown362

in Figure 2. The information contained in the database is also organized363

into webpages focused on specific diseases, targets or ligands, and families364

for easier access by users. As depicted in Figure 2, the database can be365

thought of as a tree where the root is the database; the first level consists366

of all targets, ligands, and diseases; and the lower levels consists of specific367

targets, ligands and diseases. In this paper, we focus on targets; thus the368

figure at the third level shows examples of family types, at the fourth level369

of specific families of targets (a finer level of granularity), and finally, at the370

last level, the single targets (also known as receptors).371

GtoPdb provides access to the webpages corresponding to all these nodes372

through URLs. The webpages corresponding to target families all present a373

similar structure, as shown in Figure 3 for the “Adenosine receptors” family.374

Each page has an Overview, a brief text describing the content of the page;375

a list of Receptors comprising the family; a section of comments about the376
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select gft.overview 
from grac_family_text gft 
where gft.family_id = 3

select o.name
from family f join receptor2family r2f 
on f.family_id = r2f.family_id join receptor_basic rb on
r2f.object_id = rb.object_id join object o on
rb.object_id = o.object_id 
where f.family_id = 3

select gft.comments
from grac_family_text gft
where gft.family_id = 3

select r.article_title, r.authors, r.year, r.pages, 
r.publication, r.publisher
from family f join grac_further_reading gfr on
f.family_id = gfr.family_id join reference r 
on gfr.reference_id = r.reference_id
where f.family_id = 3

select c.first_names , c.surname
from contributor2family cf  join contributor c
on cf.contributor_id  = c.contributor_id
where cf.family_id = 3

Figure 3: Basic web-page structure of “Adenosine receptors” family (ID 3), with queries
used to retrieve the information contained in every section, except references.

family; the References, a list of the papers consulted by the curators of the377

page, similar to a reference list of a paper; the further reading list, reporting378

papers that an interested reader may want to consult to obtain more insight379

on the family; and a final section called How to cite this family page, con-380

taining text snippets useful to cite the specific page or the whole database.381

Figure 3 shows the SQL query to build the corresponding sections (apart382

from the References section). Therefore, each family page can be considered383

a full-fledged traditional publication, consisting of title, authors, abstract384

(the overview), content, and references.385

In practice, many papers in the literature only reference GtoPdb (the386

root) without including a reference to the specific page being cited. That is,387

they only cite a paper describing GtoPdb as a whole (e.g., [35]) and refer388

to targets, ligands, diseases, etc. only by name. Thus, citations to specific389

families are de-facto “hidden” to citation systems such as Google Scholar,390

and useless for the computation of bibliometrics.391

In certain “lucky” cases, as with papers available in PDF and published392
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family
id name type
f1 Dopamine Receptors gpcr
f2 Bile Acid Receptor gpcr
f3 FAK Family enzyme
f4 YANK Family enzyme

contributor2family
id family id contributor id
c2f1 f1 c1

c2f2 f1 c2

c2f3 f2 c3

c2f4 f4 c1

contributor
id Name Country
c1 John Smith UK
c2 Jim Doe UK
c3 Hans Zimmerman Germany
c4 Roberta Rossi Italy

Table 1: Example of a database consisting of three tables. family contains receptor fam-
ilies; contributor contains the name and country of contributors; contributor2family
connects contributors to the families they contributed to.

in the British Journal of Clinical Pharmacology 10 (BJCP), when a family,393

ligand, receptor name, etc. are used, they have a hyperlink pointing to the394

corresponding webpage in GtoPdb. Therefore, the citations to the families395

can be detected and counted using the URLs reported in the papers. How-396

ever, these citations to GtoPdb webpages are not counted as such by citation397

systems, so they are not converted into credit for curators and collaborators.398

For our running example, consider Table 1. This simplified version of399

GtoPdb contains three tables: family, contributor and contributor2family.400

The first table, family, has tuples representing families with three attributes:401

the id of the family, its name, and type. Table contributor contains peo-402

ple who have helped generate the data in the database. The third table,403

contributor2family, serves as a link between the families and the people404

who contributed to them. For instance, “John Smith” (c1) contributed to405

“Dopamine Receptors” (f1) as well as to the “YANK Family” (f4). Through-406

out the rest of the paper, we will use the id attribute of these tables as the407

provenance token of its corresponding tuples, that is, as a symbol that serves408

to identify a tuple when talking about provenance.409

10https://bpspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/13652125
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I database instance
L,Lt lineage set of an output tuple t

Γ contingency set
ρt responsibility of tuple t
Q a query
Q̄o Boolean query such that Q̄o(I) = 1 if o is present in Q(I)
H provenance polynomial
Mi a monomial in H
tj a tuple in Mi

c(H) sum of H’s coefficients
e(Mi) sum of Mi’s exponents
mc(Mi) Mi’s coefficient
te(tj,Mi) exponent of tj in Mi

γ(tj,H) set of monomials in H containing tj

Table 2: Notations used in this paper.

4. Provenance, Responsibility, and Shapley Value410

We now introduce how-provenance, causality, responsibility, and the Shap-411

ley value function. In the following we use the notion of the lineage of an412

output tuple [18, 24]. The lineage set L of a tuple o ∈ Q(I) is the set of all413

and only the tuples in the database instance I that are used by query Q to414

produce the output tuple o.415

4.1. How-Provenance416

How-provenance was first defined in [33] to capture the information about417

how the source tuples are used exploiting a semiring algebraic structure. It418

takes the form of a polynomial, called provenance polynomial, where the419

variables are taken from the set X of identifiers of the tuples (provided that420

each tuple in I has an identifier) and the coefficients are drew from the set421

of natural numbers N.11
422

In the following, we rely on the commonly-adopted notation of [18]. Let423

D be a finite domain of data values {d1, . . . , dn} and U a collection of field424

names (also attribute names). We use U, V to denote finite subset of U .425

11This semiring is commonly referred as N[X] in the literature.
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A tuple t is a function U 7→ D, from the attributes {A1, . . . , An} ∈ U to426

the data values in D, written as (A1 : d1, . . . , An : dn). A tuple assigning427

values to each field name in U is called U -tuple. We write Tuple for the set428

of all tuples, U-Tuple for the set of all U -tuples. We write t.A or t • A for429

the value of the A-field of t and t[U ] for the restriction of tuple t over U ⊆ V430

to field names in U . We write t[A 7→ B] for the result of renaming field A to431

B in t (assuming B is not already present in t).432

A relation or table r : U is a finite set of tuples over U . We call R a finite433

collection of relation names. A schema R is a mapping (R1 : U1, . . . , Rn : Un)434

from R to a finite subsets of U (assigning to a every relation name a set of435

attributes). A database or instance I is a function I : (R1 : U1, . . . , Rn : Un)436

mapping each Ri : Ui ∈ R to a relation ri over Ui.437

A tuple location is defined as a tuple in one relation of the database438

tagged with its name. A tuple location is indicated with (R, t), where R is439

the relation in the database, and t is the tuple in R. With reference to the440

running example of Table 1, (family, 〈f1, Dopamine Receptors, gpcr〉)441

is the tuple location of the first tuple in the family relation. The set of all442

the tuple locations in I is called TupleLoc.443

A semiring K is a set equipped with two operations, typically denoted444

with the symbols + and ·, satisfying the following axioms [8, pg. 26]:445

1. The set K is a commutative monoid for the operator + with a neutral446

element 0. Therefore, it has these properties:447

(a) (a+ b) + c = a+ (b+ c) (associative property)448

(b) 0 + a = a+ 0 = a449

(c) a+ b = b+ a (commutative property)450

2. The set K is a monoid with identity element 1. Therefore, it has these451

properties:452

(a) (a · b) · c = a · (b · c) (associative property)453

(b) 1 · a = a · 1 = a (1 is the neutral element)454

3. Multiplication is distributive on addition, i.e.:455

(a) a · (b+ c) = (a · b) + (a · c)456

(b) (a+ b) · c = (a · c) + (b · c)457

4. Multiplication by 0 annihilates K, i.e. ∀x ∈ K, 0 · x = x · 0 = 0.458

The key idea in Green et al. [33] is to use the two operators + and · to459

represent two basic transformations that source tuples undergo as a result460

of applying a relational query to a database [18]. Two tuples may either461
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be joined together (a join is represented with the · operator) or merged via462

union or projection (represented with the + operator).463

Now we formally introduce the mathematical framework behind how-464

provenance [33]. Let K be a set containing an element 0, U a set of attributes465

and U -Tuples the set of tuples with attributes in the set U (each such tuple is466

called, for brevity, U -tuple). A K-relation is a function R : U -Tuples 7→ K467

which maps every U -tuple in an element in K such that its support, defined468

as supp(R) = {t | R(t) 6= 0}, is finite. Thus, it is possible to see the K-469

relation as a finite function that models a relation R, tagging each tuple in470

R with an element of K and each tuple that is not in R with 0.471

Definition 4.1. Operations on the algebraic structure (K, 0, 1,+, ·)[33]472

Let (K, 0, 1,+, ·) be an algebraic structure with two binary operations + and473

· and two distinguished elements 0 and 1. The operations of the positive474

K-relational algebra are defined as follows:475

1. Empty relation. For any set of attributes U , ∃∅ : U−Tuples 7→ K|∅(t) =476

0.477

2. Selection Let R : U-Tuples 7→ K and σ be a selection predicate that478

maps each U-Tuple to either 0 or 1. Then σθ(R) : U-Tuples 7→ K is479

defined by (σθ(R))(t) = R(t) · σ(t).480

3. Projection Let R : U-Tuples 7→ K and V ⊆ U . Then πV (R) : V -Tuples481

7→ K is defined by (πV (R))(t) =
∑

t=t′[V ]∨R(t′) 6=0R(t′).482

4. Union Let R1, R2 : U-Tuples 7→ K. Then R1 ∪ R2 : U-Tuples 7→ K is483

defined by (R1 ∪R2)(t) = R1(t) +R2(t).484

5. Natural join Let R1 : U1-Tuples 7→ K and R2 : U2-Tuples 7→ K. Then485

R1 on R2 : U1 ∪ U2-Tuples 7→ K is defined by (R1 on R2)(t) = R1(t1) ·486

R2(t2), where t1 = t[U1] and t2 = t[U2].487

It is observed in [33] that if the K-relational semantics satisfies the same488

equivalence laws as positive relational algebra operators over bags, i.e. union489

(+) is associative, commutative and has identity ∅ and join (·) is associa-490

tive, commutative and distributive over union, and projection and selection491

commute with each other, as well as with union and join, then (K, 0, 1,+, ·)492

must be a commutative semiring.493

Let us consider the algebraic structure (N(TupleLoc), 0, 1,+, ·), where494

N(TupleLoc) is the set of polynomials whose coefficients are the natural495

numbers and the variable are from the set TupleLoc. The how-provenance496

of an output tuple is a function H = How(Q, I, o) that returns a polynomial497
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id name
o1 Dopamine Receptors
o2 YANK Family

how-provenance
f1 · c2f1 · c1 + f1 · c2f2 · c2

f4 · c2f4 · c1

Table 3: Result of Q1 over the database instance in Table 1 with the how-provenance
polynomial of each output tuple.

in N(TupleLoc) called provenance polynomial. The following definition is498

adapted from [18] by considering the case applying to our work, i.e., QK(I)499

with K = 1.500

Definition 4.2. How-Provenance
Let Q be an SPJRU query. Let I be a database instance, and t be a tuple

in Q(I). Then, the how-provenance of t according to Q and I, denoted as
How(Q, I, t), is an element of the set N(TupleLoc) defined as follows:

How({u}, I, t) =

{
1, if t = u,

0 otherwise.

How(R, I, t) =

{
(R, t), if t ∈ R,
0 otherwise.

How(σθ(Q), I, t) = θ(t) ·How(Q, I, t)
How(ρA 7→B(Q), I, t) = How(Q, I, t[B 7→ A])
How(πV (Q), I, t) =

∑
u∈supp(Q),u[V ]=tHow(Q, I, t)

How(Q1 on Q2, I, t) = How(Q1, I, t[U1]) ·How(Q2, I, t[U2])
How(Q1 ∪Q2, I, t) = How(Q1, I, t) +How(Q2, I, t)

Here {u} is a query expression describing a constant, singleton relation,501

not a relation value per se. These constants correspond to K-relations that502

assign 1 to u and 0 to all other tuples. The summation in the projection503

case is finite since the support of a K-relation is assumed to be finite. In the504

selection rule, θ is seen as a function θ : U -Tuples 7→ {0, 1}.505

Example. Let us consider the following SQL query Q1, applied to the database506

described in Table 1, asking for the names of families curated by researchers507

based in the United Kingdom (UK):508

Q1: SELECT DISTINCT f.name509

FROM family AS f JOIN contributor2family AS c2f510

ON f.id = c2f.family_id511
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JOIN contributor AS c ON c2f.contributor_id = c.id512

WHERE c.country = ’UK’513

Table 3 shows the two output tuples of query Q1 annotated with their514

respective how-provenances. Tuple o2 was produced by a join of the input515

tuples f4, c2f4, and c1. The three provenance tokens are therefore “multi-516

plied” together. The case of o1 is slightly more complex. It can be obtained517

by the joins of two different sets of tuples, so there are two monomials com-518

bined by + representing these alternative derivations.519

Provenance polynomials may also have monomials whose exponents and/or520

coefficients are greater than one, for example, 3f1 · c2f1 · c1 + f1 · c2f 3
2 · c3

2.521

This is a polynomial of a tuple produced by a query where the result of the522

join between the tuples f1, c2f1, and c1 is produced three times and then523

merged (e.g. as the result of a union), and the tuples c2f2 and c2 are used524

three times in the operation described by the second monomial (e.g., with525

nested queries).526

4.2. Causality and Responsibility527

A formal study of causality was introduced in [19, 34] and later expanded528

by Meliou et al. [51] to explain the causes of answers and non-answers to529

queries. In the following, we refer to the definition of causality and respon-530

sibility provided in [51]. In particular, we only focus on answers to a query531

since non-answers are not relevant in our context.532

There are two types of “cause” tuples: counterfactual and actual. Let o533

be a tuple in the result of query Q on the database instance I, and t a tuple534

in its lineage. We call t a counterfactual cause if, by removing t from I, o is535

also removed from the output (i.e., t is essential for the generation of o).536

We call t an actual cause if there is a set of tuples Γ ⊆ I called a contin-537

gency set, such that t is a counterfactual cause in I − Γ. In other words, t is538

an actual cause if, even when removed from I, there is another set of tuples539

of the lineage that guarantees the presence of o.540

Computing the causality of tuples is NP-complete for general queries [29],541

but for conjunctive queries it can be computed in PTIME, as showed by542

Meliou et al. [51].543

The notion of responsibility measures the degree of causality as a function544

of the size of the smallest contingency set [19]. This allows us to rank lineage545

tuples based on their degree of causality in generating the output.546
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id name
o1 Dopamine Receptors
o2 YANK Family

responsibility
f1 = 1, c2f1 = 0.5, c2f2 = 0.5, c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0.5

f4 = 1, c2f4 = 1, c1 = 1

Table 4: Result of Q1 over the database instance in Table 1 with the responsibilities of
lineage tuples.

Definition 4.3. Responsibility [51]
Let o be an output tuple in the result of query Q on I, and let t be a cause

for o. The responsibility of t for the answer o is:

ρt =
1

1 +minΓ|Γ|

where Γ ranges over all contingency sets for t.547

Note that a counterfactual cause will have the maximum responsibility548

of 1, and that the larger the minimum contingency of an actual cause is, the549

smaller its responsibility will be since there are alternatives to guarantee the550

presence of the answer o.551

Example. Let us consider Table 4, where we reported the result set of Q1552

and the tuples of the lineages with their responsibility values. Focusing on553

o1: the lineage tuple f1 is a counterfactual cause, since its contingency set is554

empty (when removed from the database, o1 disappears from the result set).555

Consequently, its responsibility is 1. All the other tuples of the lineage are556

actual causes. c1, for example, has as minimal contingency set {c2f2} , thus557

its responsibility is 0.5. For the output tuple o2, all the tuples of the lineage558

are counterfactual causes, thus their responsibility is 1.559

4.3. Shapley value560

We rely on the definition provided in [26]. Let Q be a Boolean query561

and f ∈ D be a fact, the Shapley value of f in D intuitively represents the562

contribution of f to the query result.12 The higher the value, the more f563

helps in satisfying Q. Formally, the Shapley value is defined as follows:564

12We ignore the distinction between endogenous and exogenous facts, since in our setting
they are all assumed to be endogenous.
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id name
o1 Dopamine Receptors
o2 YANK Family

Shapley value
f1 = 7

15 , c2f1 = 2
15 , c2f2 = 2

15 , c1 = 2
15 , c2 = 2

15
f4 = 1

3 , c2f4 = 1
3 , c1 = 1

3

Table 5: Result of Q1 over the database instance in Table 1 with the Shapley values of the
tuples of the lineage. In this case Dn corresponds to the lineage.

Shapley(Q,D, f) =
∑

E⊆D\{f}

|E|! (|D|−|E|−1)!

|D|!

(
Q(E ∪ {f})−Q(E)

)

The sum is performed on all possible subsets of D that do not contain f . The565

value (Q(E ∪ {f})−Q(E)) is the “wealth” brought by f when added to E.566

Thus, the Boolean query is used as a wealth function v: its value is 1 only567

when the set E ∪ {f} makes the query true, and the set E makes it false,568

i.e., when the addition of the fact f is determinant to making the Boolean569

query true. The value |E|! (|D|−|E|−1)! is the number of all the possible570

permutations over D where the facts in E come first, then f is added, and571

then all the remaining facts. Thus, the value |E|!(|D|−|E|−1)!
|D|! can be thought572

as a weight for the wealth brought by f when added to E.573

To extend this definition to non-Boolean queries, we adopt the approach574

in Deutch et al. [26]: the Shapley value of the fact f for the answer t̄ to575

Q(x̄) is the value Shapley(Q[x̄/t̄], D, f), where Q[x̄/t̄] is the Boolean query576

defined by Q[x̄/t̄](D) = 1 if and only if t̄ is in the output of Q(x̄) on D, and577

0 otherwise. In other words, the definition of Shapley(q,D, f) is extended578

to queries Q(x̄) with free variables by considering the Boolean query Q[x̄/t̄]579

as a value function. This query can be seen as a function that takes as input580

a set of facts and returns 1 if this set is a witness for t̄, and 0 otherwise.581

Example. Let us consider Table 5, that shows the Shapley values for the582

lineage’s tuples of o1 and o2, results of query Q1. We note that, to compute583

the Shapley value of an input tuple f it is sufficient to compute and sum the584

values |E|!(|D|−|E|−1)!
|D|! for all the possible sets E such that E ∪{f} is a witness585

and E is not. Thus, suppose we want to compute the Shapley value of the586

tuple f1. Let us call Q̄1,o1 the Boolean query such that Q̄1,o1(D) = 1 if and587

only if o1 is in the output of Q1 on D, and Lo1 is the lineage of o1. Then the588

Shapley value of f1 with respect of o1 is given by:589
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Shapley(Q̄1,o1 , Lo1 , f1) = 2!2!
5!

+ 2!2!
5!

+ 3!
5!

+ 3!
5!

+ 3!
5!

+ 3!
5!

+ 4!
5!

= 7
15

where for the first element of the sum the corresponding E is {c2f1, c1}, for590

the second element it is {c2f2, c2}, for the third {c2f1, c2f2, c1}, for the fourth591

{c2f1, c1, c2}, for the fifth {c2f2, c2, c1}, for the sixth {c2f1, c2f2, c2}, and for592

the seventh {c2f1, c2f2, c1, c2}. Every other possible subset E would make593

the factor equal to 0. Note that in this case we consider D = Lo1 , the lineage594

of o1, since these are the only facts in all the database that contribute to the595

generation of o1.596

Similarly, for tuple c1 (and the other tuples of the lineage), the computa-
tion is:

Shapley(Q̄1,o1 , Lo1 , c1) = 2!2!
5!

+ 3!
5!

+ 3!
5!

= 2
15

We can see that for all the tuples of o2’s lineage the corresponding Shapley597

values are equal to 1/3, since they are all equally responsible for the gener-598

ation of the output. Thus the sum of the Shapley values of all the tuples in599

an output tuple’s lineage is always equal to 1 when using a Boolean query600

as wealth function.601

5. Credit Distribution and Distribution Strategies602

We now give formal definitions of data credit and Data Credit Distri-603

bution (DCD), and present the three different Distribution Strategies (DSs)604

base on how-provenance, responsibility, and Shapley value. We also show605

how these strategies distribute credit in the IUPHAR example presented606

above.607

5.1. Data Credit and Data Credit Distribution608

Given a database instance I, a recipient of credit is a unit of information609

within I; in this work, we focus on tuples as recipients. Data credit is a value610

k ∈ R>0. Every recipient in a database is annotated with a quantity of credit611

as a proxy for its importance.612

Given a DS, DCD takes a database instance I, a quantity of credit k,613

query Q(I), and it divides k among the tuples in I.614
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H = 3f1 · c2f1 · c1 + f1 · c2f3
2 · c3

2

<latexit sha1_base64="KkXF//f5ilZ7bOYFur2uFwToN8E=">AAACPHicbZA9SwNBEIb3/IzxK2ppsxgEQQh3SUQbQbRJGcFEIYlhbjPRxb0PducEOfKX/An+ChuLWNmJrbV7MYgmTvXwvjPMzOvHShpy3RdnZnZufmExt5RfXlldWy9sbDZNlGiBDRGpSF/5YFDJEBskSeFVrBECX+Glf3eW+Zf3qI2Mwgt6iLETwE0o+1IAWalbqLUDoFsBKq0N+DGv9Lseb4teRFyUf7Glff7XK19XflzL3ULRLbmj4tPgjaHIxlXvFobtXiSSAEMSCoxpeW5MnRQ0SaFwkG8nBmMQd3CDLYshBGg66ejjAd9NDFDEY9RcKj4S8fdECoExD4FvO7P/zKSXif95rYT6R51UhnFCGIpsEUmFo0VGaGmjRN6TGokguxy5DLkADUSoJQchrJjYbPM2D2/y+2lolktetXRwXi2enI6TybFttsP2mMcO2QmrsTprMMEe2TMbslfnyXlz3p2P79YZZzyzxf6U8/kFQ0OqvQ==</latexit>

M1

<latexit sha1_base64="k3yENRnZjlrYXBdyN9XS5JOXDVc=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJREJQRNDRIQZCHlFjR+bIJp5wfuluDoiifQAsVHaLleyj4F2zjAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PG5QyQCbJElhJ9LIfU9h2xtfpn77AbWRYXBHkwhdn48COZSCUyLdXvedfrliV+0MbJE4OalAjka//NUbhCL2MSChuDFdx47InXJNUiiclXqxwYiLMR9hN6EB99G40yzqjB3FhlPIItRMKpaJ+Htjyn1jJr6XTPqc7s28l4r/ed2YhufuVAZRTBiI9BBJhdkhI7RMOkA2kBqJeJocmQyY4JoToZaMC5GIcVJKKenDmf9+kbROqk6tenpTq9Qv8maKcACHcAwOnEEdrqABTRAwgid4hhfr0Xq13qz3n9GCle/swx9YH99xdJIC</latexit>

M2

<latexit sha1_base64="IXm4wkK1QMCdCjyz8GQdYJ/1CDw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYUBGUEDQ1SEOQhJVZ0vmzCKeeH7tagKMon0EJFh2j5Hgr+Bdu4gISpRjO72tnxIiUN2fantbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+yW9vZbJoy1wKYIVag7HjeoZIBNkqSwE2nkvqew7Y0vU7/9gNrIMLijSYSuz0eBHErBKZFur/vVfqlsV+wMbJE4OSlDjka/9NUbhCL2MSChuDFdx47InXJNUiicFXuxwYiLMR9hN6EB99G40yzqjB3HhlPIItRMKpaJ+Htjyn1jJr6XTPqc7s28l4r/ed2YhufuVAZRTBiI9BBJhdkhI7RMOkA2kBqJeJocmQyY4JoToZaMC5GIcVJKMenDmf9+kbSqFadWOb2plesXeTMFOIQjOAEHzqAOV9CAJggYwRM8w4v1aL1ab9b7z+iSle8cwB9YH99zA5ID</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DSeJJkpW7xNM4cMDuJsDlEPW+OY=">AAACBnicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILsbSZSEywIbsGo40J0YYSE3kkQMjd4YITZh+ZuWskG3q/wlYrO2Prb1j4L+4ihYKnOjnn3txzjxsqaci2P63Myura+kZ2M7e1vbO7l98vNE0QaYENEahAt10wqKSPDZKksB1qBM9V2HLH16nfukdtZODf0iTEngcjXw6lAEqkfr4gSl0P6E6AimvTE37JK/180S7bM/Bl4sxJkc1R7+e/uoNARB76JBQY03HskHoxaJJC4TTXjQyGIMYwwk5CffDQ9OJZ9ik/jgxQwEPUXCo+E/H3RgyeMRPPTSbTnGbRS8X/vE5Ew4teLP0wIvRFeoikwtkhI7RMSkE+kBqJIE2OXPpcgAYi1JKDEIkYJS3lkj6cxe+XSfO07JyV7ZtKsXo1bybLDtkRKzGHnbMqq7E6azDBHtgTe2Yv1qP1ar1Z7z+jGWu+c8D+wPr4BhM3l8M=</latexit>

c(H) = 4
<latexit sha1_base64="WdbNSwbtDonIj2s22fB61vjgjUE=">AAACKXicbVBLTgJBFOzBH+APdOmmIzHBDZlBI25MiG7cmGAinwiE9DQP7NDTM+l+oyGEW7jVC3gad+rWiziMsxCwVpWq91KVcgMpDNr2p5VaWV1b30hnsptb2zu7ufxew/ih5lDnvvR1y2UGpFBQR4ESWoEG5rkSmu7oauY3H0Eb4as7HAfQ9dhQiYHgDCPpHoo3vfIxvaCVXq5gl+wYdJk4CSmQBLVe3sp0+j4PPVDIJTOm7dgBdidMo+ASptlOaCBgfMSG0I6oYh6Y7iSuPKVHoWHo0wA0FZLGIvz9mDDPmLHnRpcewwez6M3E/7x2iIPz7kSoIERQfBaEQkIcZLgW0RZA+0IDIps1ByoU5UwzRNCCMs4jMYzGmQv0QolC+0/TZTWqPs1G4zmLUy2TRrnknJVObk8L1ctkxjQ5IIekSBxSIVVyTWqkTjhR5Jm8kFfrzXq3Pqyv39OUlfzskzlY3z97waWc</latexit>

e(M2) = 7

<latexit sha1_base64="+qmkt4yAPZMXHTt2Uadja/jN/9Q=">AAACMXicbVBLSwJRGL3TU+011rLNJQkMQmY0qk0gtWkTGOQDVIY710+7eOfBvd8YIv6TtvUH+jXuom1/ohmbRWpndTjn+ziH44ZSaLSsmbG2vrG5tZ3J5nZ29/YPzPxhQweR4lDngQxUy2UapPChjgIltEIFzHMlNN3hXeI3R6C0CPwnHIfQ9djAF33BGcaSY5oIRe6Uz+mDUz6jN7TimAWrZM1BV4mdkgJJUXPyRrbTC3jkgY9cMq3bthVid8IUCi5hmutEGkLGh2wA7Zj6zAPdncyrT+lppBkGNARFhaRzEf5+TJin9dhz40uP4bNe9hLxP68dYf+6OxF+GCH4PAlCIWEepLkS8SZAe0IBIkuaAxU+5UwxRFCCMs5jMYpHWgj0IolCBS/TVTWuPs3F49nLU62SRrlkX5YqjxeF6m06Y4YckxNSJDa5IlVyT2qkTjgZkVfyRt6ND2NmfBpfv6drRvpzRBZgfP8A3dGnuQ==</latexit>

te(c2, M2) = 3

<latexit sha1_base64="MtzY4yeDijh3XBgMco3O84Fs8D8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5L4QDdC0Y0boYJ9QFrKZHpbh84kYeZGKKH4FW515U7c+i0u/BeTmIW2ntXhnHu55x4vlMKgbX9ahYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc6u8vdMyQaQ5NHkgA93xmAEpfGiiQAmdUANTnoS2N75K/fYDaCMC/w4nIfQUG/liKDjDRHIVr970nUN6QY/75YpdszPQeeLkpEJyNPrlr+4g4JECH7lkxriOHWIvZhoFlzAtdSMDIeNjNgI3oT5TYHpxFnlKDyLDMKAhaCokzUT4vREzZcxEecmkYnhvZr1U/M9zIxye92LhhxGCz9NDKCRkhwzXIukC6EBoQGRpcqDCp5xphghaUMZ5IkZJOaWkD2f2+3nSOqo5pzX79qRSv8ybKZI9sk+qxCFnpE6uSYM0CScBeSLP5MV6tF6tN+v9Z7Rg5Tu75A+sj2975ZQf</latexit>

mc(M1) = 3
<latexit sha1_base64="Wgx5kaQR0lMUB/YqOsRkgru2PmQ=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0Wom5IURTdC0Y0boYJ9QBrKZHpbh04mYeZGKKH4FW515U7c+i0u/BeTmoW2ntXhnHu55x4/ksKgbX9ahaXlldW14nppY3Nre6e8u9c2Yaw5tHgoQ931mQEpFLRQoIRupIEFvoSOP77K/M4DaCNCdYeTCLyAjZQYCs4wldyAV2/69WN6QZ1+uWLX7BnoInFyUiE5mv3yV28Q8jgAhVwyY1zHjtBLmEbBJUxLvdhAxPiYjcBNqWIBGC+ZRZ7So9gwDGkEmgpJZyL83khYYMwk8NPJgOG9mfcy8T/PjXF47iVCRTGC4tkhFBJmhwzXIu0C6EBoQGRZcqBCUc40QwQtKOM8FeO0nFLahzP//SJp12vOac2+Pak0LvNmiuSAHJIqccgZaZBr0iQtwklInsgzebEerVfrzXr/GS1Y+c4++QPr4xt6W5Qe</latexit>

mc(M2) = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="MLPN5GVGzp6+r/orF3N1Gh2KxwI=">AAACG3icbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6iLt0MFlFBSiKKbgTRjRtBwdZCU8LNeFuHziRh5kaQ0E/wE/wKt7pyJ25duPBfTGoXvs7qcM693HNPlCppyfPenZHRsfGJyanpyszs3PyCu7jUsElmBNZFohLTjMCikjHWSZLCZmoQdKTwMuodl/7lDRork/iCblNsa+jGsiMFUCGF7nrQBa1hoxP6WzzQQNcCVH7S3+QHPMhPS/U03A76oVv1at4A/C/xh6TKhjgL3Y/gKhGZxpiEAmtbvpdSOwdDUijsV4LMYgqiB11sFTQGjbadDx7q87XMAiU8RcOl4gMRv2/koK291VExWUa2v71S/M9rZdTZb+cyTjPCWJSHSCocHLLCyKIp5FfSIBGUyZHLmAswQIRGchCiELOiukrRh//7+7+ksV3zd2ve+U718GjYzBRbYatsg/lsjx2yE3bG6kywO/bAHtmTc+88Oy/O69foiDPcWWY/4Lx9AmtWn1Y=</latexit>

�(f1, H) = {M1, M2}

<latexit sha1_base64="TIiEm7+8YySt3ETu71NtoPBrQ/c=">AAACFnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhAUJNyJoo0QtEkjRDCJkAvH3DrGxd27Y3dOCEd6f4K/wlYrO7G1tfC/eBdT+PWqx3szzJsXJkpact13Z2JyanpmtjRXnl9YXFqurKy2bZwagS0Rq9hchGBRyQhbJEnhRWIQdKiwE96cFH7nFo2VcXROgwR7GvqRvJICKJeCyobfB61hSwTeDvc10LUAlTWG2/yI+9lp4PnDoFJ1a+4I/C/xxqTKxmgGlQ//MhapxoiEAmu7nptQLwNDUigclv3UYgLiBvrYzWkEGm0vG/0y5JupBYp5goZLxUcift/IQFs70GE+WaS1v71C/M/rpnR12MtklKSEkSgOkVQ4OmSFkXlJyC+lQSIokiOXERdggAiN5CBELqZ5a+W8D+/3939Je7fm7dfcs71q/XjcTImtsw22xTx2wOqswZqsxQS7Yw/skT05986z8+K8fo1OOOOdNfYDztsnobqd9w==</latexit>

�(c1, H) = {M1}

Figure 4: Illustration of notation used to define the how-provenance based DS

Definition 5.1. Tuple Level Data Credit Distribution (DCD) [27]615

Given a query Q over I and k ∈ R>0, the tuple level DCD is defined by616

the function fI,Q : TupleLoc × R>0 → R≥0 such that fI,Q(t, k) = h where617

0 ≤ h ≤ k and
∑

t∈TupleLoc fI,Q(t, k) = k. The function fIQ is the distribution618

strategy (DS).619

As we can see, the DS is a function that annotates each tuple in the620

database with a real value, which is a fraction of the given quantity k. The621

only constraint is that the sum of the credit annotations on tuples is k.622

In the following, we use information provided by data provenance to de-623

fine distribution functions. For simplicity, we assume that the credit k is624

distributed equally across the set of output tuples, and discuss how the credit625

ko of one output tuple o, is distributed across the instance I.626

5.2. A How-Provenance Based Distribution Strategy627

The how-provenance-based DS first distributes the credit to the mono-628

mials of the polynomial accordingly to the weight represented by their co-629

efficients, then to the tuples of each monomial accordingly to the weights630

represented by their exponents.631

To define the DS more formally, we introduce some notation and illustrate632

it using the provenance polynomial H shown in Figure 4. This notation is633

also summarized in Table 2 for reference.634

We call c the function that, given a polynomial, returns the sum of its635

coefficients; e.g., c(H) = 3 + 1 = 4. We call e the function that, given a636

monomial, returns the sum of its exponents, e.g., e(M2) = 1 + 3 + 3 = 7.637

mc is the function that takes a monomial as input and returns its coef-638

ficient; e.g., mc(M1) = 3. te is a function that takes as input a tuple639

and a monomial, and returns the exponent of the tuple in the monomial,640

if present; e.g., te(c2,M2) = 3. Finally, γ takes as input a tuple and the641
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<latexit sha1_base64="LcJJWwpCKGErLHbyOlgKRPO4jZ0=">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</latexit>

id name
oxs1 Dopamine Receptors

<latexit sha1_base64="PcA8waG1/2Pe55wmpjJgg4UM5ls=">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</latexit>

how-provenance
f2
1 c2f1c1 + f2

1 c2f2c2

Figure 5: Result of query Q2 applied on the database of Table 1 and its different prove-
nances. The reported numbers are the credit distributed through the process.

whole polynomial, and returns a set of monomials containing that tuple;642

e.g., γ(f1,H) = {M1,M2}, γ(c2,H) = {M2}.643

Definition 5.2. How-Provenance-Based Distribution Strategy
Let I be a database instance, Q a query over I, o ∈ Q(I) an output tuple, H
be the provenance polynomial for o, and ko the credit given to o. The credit
given to tuple t in I is:

fI,Q(t, ko) =
ko
c(H)

∑
M∈γ(t,H)

mc(M)
te(t,M)

e(M)

Going back to the example of Table 3, consider o1 with provenance poly-644

nomial f1c2f1c1 + f1c2f2c2. The how-provenance-based DS firstly divides645

the credit between the two monomials. Since the coefficients of each mono-646

mial are 1, the credit is split in half. If they were, for example, 1 and 2647

respectively, 1/3 of the credit would go to the first monomial, and 2/3 to648

the second. Since in our example each variable has exponent 1, the credit is649

further divided equally among the three variables. Thus, at the end of the650

computation, f1 receives 1/3, and the other tuples receive 1/6.651

As a further example, let us consider a query Q2 over GtoPdb, asking652

for the families of type gpcr that have researchers located in the UK as653

contributors.654

Q2: SELECT DISTINCT F.name655

FROM family as F JOIN656

(SELECT DISTINCT f.name AS name657

FROM family AS f JOIN contributor2family AS c2f ON f.id = c2f.family_id658

JOIN contributor AS c ON c2f.contributor_id = c.id659

WHERE c.country = "UK") AS R ON F.name = R.name660

WHERE F.type = "gpcr"661

The result of Q2 is shown in Figure 5, and consists of one tuple, oxs1,662

annotated with its how-provenance. As we can see, the how-provenance663

shows that f1 is used twice: first in the join of the inner query, and second664

in the join of the outer query.665
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{f1, c2f1, c1, c2f2, c2}

<latexit sha1_base64="y8hnCPpXC/+Bgk4vKPAKe6/LnO8=">AAACE3icbZC7SgNBFIZn4y3GW9TSwsEgWEjYXSJaBm0sI5gLJCHMTk7ikNnZZeasEJaUPoJPYauVndj6ABa+i7vJCpr4N/Pxn3M4c34vlMKgbX9auaXlldW1/HphY3Nre6e4u9cwQaQ51HkgA93ymAEpFNRRoIRWqIH5noSmN7pK68170EYE6hbHIXR9NlRiIDjDxOoVDzvxoOecUu7Onh92U3Y7k16xZJftqegiOBmUSKZar/jV6Qc88kEhl8yYtmOH2I2ZRsElTAqdyEDI+IgNoZ2gYj6Ybjw9ZEKPI8MwoCFoKiSdmvB7Ima+MWPfSzp9hndmvpaa/9XaEQ4uurFQYYSgeLoIhYTpIsO1SBIC2hcaEFn6c6BCUc40QwQtKOM8MaMkskKShzN//SI03LJTKZ/dVErVyyyZPDkgR+SEOOScVMk1qZE64eSBPJFn8mI9Wq/Wm/U+a81Z2cw++SPr4xvpUptC</latexit>

f1

<latexit sha1_base64="AL0o6VMpS/GHRzEGTJq5mZ9GUus=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6XY0cAbVml23c/BF4hSkxgo0B9Wv/jAUsY8BCQXG9Bw7IjcBTVIonFX6scEIxATG2EtpAD4aN8mjzvhRbIBCHqHmUvFcxN8bCfjGTH0vnfSB7s28l4n/eb2YRhduIoMoJgxEdoikwvyQEVqmHSAfSo1EkCVHLgMuQAMRaslBiFSM01IqaR/O/PeLpH1Sd07rZzentcZl0UyZHbBDdswcds4a7Jo1WYsJNmZP7Jm9WI/Wq/Vmvf+MlqxiZ5/9gfXxDZidkhs=</latexit>

1/5

c2f2

<latexit sha1_base64="Z9REYvwljgNf9NTugnWHaySlevM=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIncEoyXRxhITD0jgQuaWATfsfWR3zoQQfoOtVnbG1p9j4X/x7rxCwVe9vDeTefP8WElDtv1pldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHHRIkW6IpIRbrng0ElQ3RJksJerBECX2HXn95kfvcRtZFReE+zGL0AJqEcSwGUSq5ojIeNYbVm1+0cfJU4BamxAu1h9WswikQSYEhCgTF9x47Jm4MmKRQuKoPEYAxiChPspzSEAI03z8Mu+FligCIeo+ZS8VzE3xtzCIyZBX46GQA9mGUvE//z+gmNr7y5DOOEMBTZIZIK80NGaJm2gHwkNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchUjFJa6mkfTjL36+STqPuNOsXd81a67popsxO2Ck7Zw67ZC12y9rMZYJJ9sSe2Ys1s16tN+v9Z7RkFTvH7A+sj2/OgJLF</latexit>

c2f1

<latexit sha1_base64="xPe/3MJ8RttDHq63gcld4enqHTQ=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIncEoyXRxhITD0jgQuaWATfsfWR3zoQQfoOtVnbG1p9j4X/x7rxCwVe9vDeTefP8WElDtv1pldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHHRIkW6IpIRbrng0ElQ3RJksJerBECX2HXn95kfvcRtZFReE+zGL0AJqEcSwGUSq5ojIfOsFqz63YOvkqcgtRYgfaw+jUYRSIJMCShwJi+Y8fkzUGTFAoXlUFiMAYxhQn2UxpCgMab52EX/CwxQBGPUXOpeC7i7405BMbMAj+dDIAezLKXif95/YTGV95chnFCGIrsEEmF+SEjtExbQD6SGokgS45chlyABiLUkoMQqZiktVTSPpzl71dJp1F3mvWLu2atdV00U2Yn7JSdM4ddsha7ZW3mMsEke2LP7MWaWa/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzfM8ZLE</latexit>

c1

<latexit sha1_base64="bsG8kZrayqDDWc2XKooC+Szf6uM=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6VYMnEG1ZtftHHyROAWpsQLNQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQKZ5V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKoM34UG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xU99LJ32gezPvZeJ/Xi+m0YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8iHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2ocz//0iaZ/UndP62c1prXFZNFNmB+yQHTOHnbMGu2ZN1mKCjdkTe2Yv1qP1ar1Z7z+jJavY2Wd/YH18A5Pqkhg=</latexit>

c2

<latexit sha1_base64="k4iy5n1Pny4F+Fe+OcVf/ElokHw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrKjICgjaCiDIA8piaLzZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2ibINICWyJQge663KCSPrZIksJuqJF7rsKOO71K/c4DaiMD/45mIQ48PvHlWApOiXQrhrVhuWJX7QxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTji0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2rWqU6+e3dQrjcu8mSIcwTGcggPn0IBraEILBEzgCZ7hxXq0Xq036/1ntGDlO4fwB9bHN5V5khk=</latexit>

1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5

{{f1, c2f1, c1}, {f1, c2f2, c2}}

<latexit sha1_base64="C8lVlhfUrEZofuFz8NyeBiLbKFk=">AAACIHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrrerSzWARXJSSlIoui25cVrAXaEqYTE/r0MmFmROhhLyEj+BTuNWVO3Gp4LuYpF3U1n8zP985hzPnd0MpNJrml1FYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHHR1EikObBzJQPZdpkMKHNgqU0AsVMM+V0HUnN1m9+whKi8C/x2kIA4+NfTESnGGKnHLVju145FhVyuuzx7HspEoXYD2DdTuxE6dcMWtmLrpqrLmpkLlaTvnHHgY88sBHLpnWfcsMcRAzhYJLSEp2pCFkfMLG0E+tzzzQgzi/KqFnkWYY0BAUFZLmEBYnYuZpPfXctNNj+KCXaxn8r9aPcHQ1iIUfRgg+zxahkJAv0lyJNC6gQ6EAkWU/Byp8ypliiKAEZZynMErzK6V5WMvXr5pOvWY1ahd3jUrzep5MkZyQU3JOLHJJmuSWtEibcPJEXsgreTOejXfjw/ictRaM+cwx+SPj+xekhKBm</latexit>

1

{f1, c2f1, c1}

<latexit sha1_base64="OYTsCc7nzeqLfFFu2lMslGSZtTo=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvQ0qaExESBYrsKAjKCBrKIJGHFEfW+bIJp5wfulsjRVY+gK+ghYoO0fIZFPwLtuMCEqbZ0cyudne8SAqNlvVllNbWNza3ytuVnd29/QPz8Kirw1hx6PBQhqrvMQ1SBNBBgRL6kQLmexJ63vQm83uPoLQIg3ucRTD02SQQY8EZppJrVp1k7NrnlDcWxbWduWvWrLqVg64SuyA1UqDtmt/OKOSxDwFyybQe2FaEw4QpFFzCvOLEGiLGp2wCg5QGzAc9TPLj5/Q01gxDGoGiQtJchN8TCfO1nvle2ukzfNDLXib+5w1iHF8NExFEMULAs0UoJOSLNFciTQXoSChAZNnlQEVAOVMMEZSgjPNUjNOYKmke9vL3q6TbqNvN+sVds9a6LpIpk2NyQs6ITS5Ji9ySNukQTmbkmbyQV+PJeDPejY9Fa8koZqrkD4zPHwZ+l7I=</latexit>

{f1, c2f2, c2}

<latexit sha1_base64="4X2PCqSUPeAGJ1ow7vtZ2Lgb/uw=">AAACCHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwiv8OhoTkRIFCiyrSAoI2gog0QeUmJZ58s6nHI+W3drpGDlB/gKWqjoEC1/QcG/4IQUkDDNjmZ2tbsTJFIYtO1Pq7C0vLK6VlwvbWxube+Ud/daJk41hyaPZaw7ATMghYImCpTQSTSwKJDQDoZXE799D9qIWN3iKAEvYgMlQsEZ5pJfPqC9LPSdU8rd0Hfz4ru9sV+u2FV7CrpInBmpkBkafvmr1495GoFCLpkxXcdO0MuYRsEljEu91EDC+JANoJtTxSIwXja9fkyPU8MwpgloKiSdivB7ImORMaMoyDsjhndm3puI/3ndFMMLLxMqSREUnyxCIWG6yHAt8liA9oUGRDa5HKhQlDPNEEELyjjPxTTPqZTn4cx/v0habtWpVc9uapX65SyZIjkkR+SEOOSc1Mk1aZAm4eSBPJFn8mI9Wq/Wm/X+01qwZjP75A+sj29jF5fe</latexit>

1/2 1/2

f1

<latexit sha1_base64="AL0o6VMpS/GHRzEGTJq5mZ9GUus=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6XY0cAbVml23c/BF4hSkxgo0B9Wv/jAUsY8BCQXG9Bw7IjcBTVIonFX6scEIxATG2EtpAD4aN8mjzvhRbIBCHqHmUvFcxN8bCfjGTH0vnfSB7s28l4n/eb2YRhduIoMoJgxEdoikwvyQEVqmHSAfSo1EkCVHLgMuQAMRaslBiFSM01IqaR/O/PeLpH1Sd07rZzentcZl0UyZHbBDdswcds4a7Jo1WYsJNmZP7Jm9WI/Wq/Vmvf+MlqxiZ5/9gfXxDZidkhs=</latexit>

f1

<latexit sha1_base64="AL0o6VMpS/GHRzEGTJq5mZ9GUus=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6XY0cAbVml23c/BF4hSkxgo0B9Wv/jAUsY8BCQXG9Bw7IjcBTVIonFX6scEIxATG2EtpAD4aN8mjzvhRbIBCHqHmUvFcxN8bCfjGTH0vnfSB7s28l4n/eb2YRhduIoMoJgxEdoikwvyQEVqmHSAfSo1EkCVHLgMuQAMRaslBiFSM01IqaR/O/PeLpH1Sd07rZzentcZl0UyZHbBDdswcds4a7Jo1WYsJNmZP7Jm9WI/Wq/Vmvf+MlqxiZ5/9gfXxDZidkhs=</latexit>

1/6
c2f2

<latexit sha1_base64="Z9REYvwljgNf9NTugnWHaySlevM=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIncEoyXRxhITD0jgQuaWATfsfWR3zoQQfoOtVnbG1p9j4X/x7rxCwVe9vDeTefP8WElDtv1pldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHHRIkW6IpIRbrng0ElQ3RJksJerBECX2HXn95kfvcRtZFReE+zGL0AJqEcSwGUSq5ojIeNYbVm1+0cfJU4BamxAu1h9WswikQSYEhCgTF9x47Jm4MmKRQuKoPEYAxiChPspzSEAI03z8Mu+FligCIeo+ZS8VzE3xtzCIyZBX46GQA9mGUvE//z+gmNr7y5DOOEMBTZIZIK80NGaJm2gHwkNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchUjFJa6mkfTjL36+STqPuNOsXd81a67popsxO2Ck7Zw67ZC12y9rMZYJJ9sSe2Ys1s16tN+v9Z7RkFTvH7A+sj2/OgJLF</latexit>

c2f1

<latexit sha1_base64="xPe/3MJ8RttDHq63gcld4enqHTQ=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIncEoyXRxhITD0jgQuaWATfsfWR3zoQQfoOtVnbG1p9j4X/x7rxCwVe9vDeTefP8WElDtv1pldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHHRIkW6IpIRbrng0ElQ3RJksJerBECX2HXn95kfvcRtZFReE+zGL0AJqEcSwGUSq5ojIfOsFqz63YOvkqcgtRYgfaw+jUYRSIJMCShwJi+Y8fkzUGTFAoXlUFiMAYxhQn2UxpCgMab52EX/CwxQBGPUXOpeC7i7405BMbMAj+dDIAezLKXif95/YTGV95chnFCGIrsEEmF+SEjtExbQD6SGokgS45chlyABiLUkoMQqZiktVTSPpzl71dJp1F3mvWLu2atdV00U2Yn7JSdM4ddsha7ZW3mMsEke2LP7MWaWa/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzfM8ZLE</latexit>

c1

<latexit sha1_base64="bsG8kZrayqDDWc2XKooC+Szf6uM=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6VYMnEG1ZtftHHyROAWpsQLNQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQKZ5V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKoM34UG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xU99LJ32gezPvZeJ/Xi+m0YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8iHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2ocz//0iaZ/UndP62c1prXFZNFNmB+yQHTOHnbMGu2ZN1mKCjdkTe2Yv1qP1ar1Z7z+jJavY2Wd/YH18A5Pqkhg=</latexit>

c2

<latexit sha1_base64="k4iy5n1Pny4F+Fe+OcVf/ElokHw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrKjICgjaCiDIA8piaLzZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2ibINICWyJQge663KCSPrZIksJuqJF7rsKOO71K/c4DaiMD/45mIQ48PvHlWApOiXQrhrVhuWJX7QxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTji0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2rWqU6+e3dQrjcu8mSIcwTGcggPn0IBraEILBEzgCZ7hxXq0Xq036/1ntGDlO4fwB9bHN5V5khk=</latexit>

1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6

f2
1 c2f1c1 + f2

1 c2f2c2

<latexit sha1_base64="1SzajCiA+n0Q1e4ZCPil+FTiFzE=">AAACFXicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks30SIIQpkZKrosunFZwT6grUMmva2hmQfJHaGUrv0Ev8KtrtyJW9cu/BfTcUBtPZDkcM693Nzjx1JotO0PK7ewuLS8kl8trK1vbG4Vt3caOkoUhzqPZKRaPtMgRQh1FCihFStggS+h6Q8vpn7zDpQWUXiNoxi6ARuEoi84QyN5xf2+59y4lLvmpdycY/qjmNtzvWLJLtsp6DxxMlIiGWpe8bPTi3gSQIhcMq3bjh1jd8wUCi5hUugkGmLGh2wAbUNDFoDujtNVJvQw0QwjGoOiQtJUhN8dYxZoPQp8UxkwvNWz3lT8z2sn2D/rjkUYJwghnw5CISEdpLkSJiOgPaEAkU1/DlSElDPFEEEJyjg3YmJCK5g8nNnt50nDLTuV8slVpVQ9z5LJkz1yQI6IQ05JlVySGqkTTu7JI3kiz9aD9WK9Wm/fpTkr69klf2C9fwFzI5t3</latexit>

1/2 1/2

f2
1 c2f1c1

<latexit sha1_base64="XFiy/xOLFZ164iLVXA2xR0k7PgM=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dJmMAhWYTdEtAzaWEYwD0jWZXZyE4fMPpi5GwghrV9hq5Wd2PofFv6Ls+sWmnhgmMM593LvPUEihUbH+bRWVtfWNzZLW+Xtnd29ffvgsK3jVHFo8VjGqhswDVJE0EKBErqJAhYGEjrB+DrzOxNQWsTRHU4T8EI2isRQcIZG8m176Lv3Ncpr5qfcPN+uOFUnB10mbkEqpEDTt7/6g5inIUTIJdO65zoJejOmUHAJ83I/1ZAwPmYj6BkasRC0N8s3n9PTVDOMaQKKCklzEX53zFio9TQMTGXI8EEvepn4n9dLcXjpzUSUpAgRzwahkJAP0lwJEwnQgVCAyLLNgYqIcqYYIihBGedGTE1GZZOHu3j9MmnXqm69en5brzSuimRK5JickDPikgvSIDekSVqEkwl5Is/kxXq0Xq036/2ndMUqeo7IH1gf322Lljw=</latexit>

f2
1 c2f2c2

<latexit sha1_base64="yZuPsaevKIUTa7TFD9zSc8acUso=">AAACA3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOERAyXNiQiJKrKtICgjaCiDRB5SYqzzZR1OOT90t0aKopR8BS1UdIiWD6HgX7CNC0iYYjWa2dXujp9IodGyPo2V1bX1jc3KVnV7Z3evZu4fdHWcKg4dHstY9X2mQYoIOihQQj9RwEJfQs+fXOV+7wGUFnF0i9ME3JCNIxEIzjCTPLMWePadQ7kTeFn1HM+sWw2rAF0mdknqpETbM7+Go5inIUTIJdN6YFsJujOmUHAJ8+ow1ZAwPmFjGGQ0YiFod1YcPqcnqWYY0wQUFZIWIvyemLFQ62noZ50hw3u96OXif94gxeDCnYkoSREini9CIaFYpLkSWSJAR0IBIssvByoiypliiKAEZZxnYppFVM3ysBe/XyZdp2E3G2c3zXrrskymQo7IMTklNjknLXJN2qRDOEnJE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/rStGOXNI/sD4+AYVX5YU</latexit>

f1

<latexit sha1_base64="AL0o6VMpS/GHRzEGTJq5mZ9GUus=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6XY0cAbVml23c/BF4hSkxgo0B9Wv/jAUsY8BCQXG9Bw7IjcBTVIonFX6scEIxATG2EtpAD4aN8mjzvhRbIBCHqHmUvFcxN8bCfjGTH0vnfSB7s28l4n/eb2YRhduIoMoJgxEdoikwvyQEVqmHSAfSo1EkCVHLgMuQAMRaslBiFSM01IqaR/O/PeLpH1Sd07rZzentcZl0UyZHbBDdswcds4a7Jo1WYsJNmZP7Jm9WI/Wq/Vmvf+MlqxiZ5/9gfXxDZidkhs=</latexit>

f1

<latexit sha1_base64="AL0o6VMpS/GHRzEGTJq5mZ9GUus=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6XY0cAbVml23c/BF4hSkxgo0B9Wv/jAUsY8BCQXG9Bw7IjcBTVIonFX6scEIxATG2EtpAD4aN8mjzvhRbIBCHqHmUvFcxN8bCfjGTH0vnfSB7s28l4n/eb2YRhduIoMoJgxEdoikwvyQEVqmHSAfSo1EkCVHLgMuQAMRaslBiFSM01IqaR/O/PeLpH1Sd07rZzentcZl0UyZHbBDdswcds4a7Jo1WYsJNmZP7Jm9WI/Wq/Vmvf+MlqxiZ5/9gfXxDZidkhs=</latexit>

1/4
c2f2

<latexit sha1_base64="Z9REYvwljgNf9NTugnWHaySlevM=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIncEoyXRxhITD0jgQuaWATfsfWR3zoQQfoOtVnbG1p9j4X/x7rxCwVe9vDeTefP8WElDtv1pldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHHRIkW6IpIRbrng0ElQ3RJksJerBECX2HXn95kfvcRtZFReE+zGL0AJqEcSwGUSq5ojIeNYbVm1+0cfJU4BamxAu1h9WswikQSYEhCgTF9x47Jm4MmKRQuKoPEYAxiChPspzSEAI03z8Mu+FligCIeo+ZS8VzE3xtzCIyZBX46GQA9mGUvE//z+gmNr7y5DOOEMBTZIZIK80NGaJm2gHwkNRJBlhy5DLkADUSoJQchUjFJa6mkfTjL36+STqPuNOsXd81a67popsxO2Ck7Zw67ZC12y9rMZYJJ9sSe2Ys1s16tN+v9Z7RkFTvH7A+sj2/OgJLF</latexit>

c2f1

<latexit sha1_base64="xPe/3MJ8RttDHq63gcld4enqHTQ=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIncEoyXRxhITD0jgQuaWATfsfWR3zoQQfoOtVnbG1p9j4X/x7rxCwVe9vDeTefP8WElDtv1pldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHHRIkW6IpIRbrng0ElQ3RJksJerBECX2HXn95kfvcRtZFReE+zGL0AJqEcSwGUSq5ojIfOsFqz63YOvkqcgtRYgfaw+jUYRSIJMCShwJi+Y8fkzUGTFAoXlUFiMAYxhQn2UxpCgMab52EX/CwxQBGPUXOpeC7i7405BMbMAj+dDIAezLKXif95/YTGV95chnFCGIrsEEmF+SEjtExbQD6SGokgS45chlyABiLUkoMQqZiktVTSPpzl71dJp1F3mvWLu2atdV00U2Yn7JSdM4ddsha7ZW3mMsEke2LP7MWaWa/Wm/X+M1qyip1j9gfWxzfM8ZLE</latexit>

c1

<latexit sha1_base64="bsG8kZrayqDDWc2XKooC+Szf6uM=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRCMoIGsogyENKrGh92YRTzg/drUGRlU+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U+rtLS8srpWXq9sbG5t71R399omjLXAlghVqLseGFQywBZJUtiNNILvKex4k6vM7zygNjIM7mgaoevDOJAjKYBS6VYMnEG1ZtftHHyROAWpsQLNQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQKZ5V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKoM34UG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xU99LJ32gezPvZeJ/Xi+m0YWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpB8iHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJRK2ocz//0iaZ/UndP62c1prXFZNFNmB+yQHTOHnbMGu2ZN1mKCjdkTe2Yv1qP1ar1Z7z+jJavY2Wd/YH18A5Pqkhg=</latexit>

c2

<latexit sha1_base64="k4iy5n1Pny4F+Fe+OcVf/ElokHw=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrKjICgjaCiDIA8piaLzZRNOOT90twZFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2ibINICWyJQge663KCSPrZIksJuqJF7rsKOO71K/c4DaiMD/45mIQ48PvHlWApOiXQrhrVhuWJX7QxsmTg5qUCO5rD81R8FIvLQJ6G4MT3HDmkQc01SKJyX+pHBkIspn2AvoT730AziLOqcnUSGU8BC1Ewqlon4eyPmnjEzz00mPU73ZtFLxf+8XkTji0Es/TAi9EV6iKTC7JARWiYdIBtJjUQ8TY5M+kxwzYlQS8aFSMQoKaWU9OEsfr9M2rWqU6+e3dQrjcu8mSIcwTGcggPn0IBraEILBEzgCZ7hxXq0Xq036/1ntGDlO4fwB9bHN5V5khk=</latexit>

1/8 1/8 1/4 1/8 1/8

1
1 a b c

<latexit sha1_base64="EJg9+y5Ahi4rn5k1tFnwE6iSprY=">AAACPnicbVDJSgNBEO2JWxK3RI8iNAZBEMJMCOox6MVjBLNAEkJPpxKb9Cx01yhhyMmv8ao/4G/4A97Eq0d7xggmsaCaV6+qeNXPDaXQaNtvVmZldW19I5vLb25t7+wWintNHUSKQ4MHMlBtl2mQwocGCpTQDhUwz5XQcsdXSb91D0qLwL/FSQg9j418MRScoaH6hcNh36G8kr4mT+lvXTF1pV8o2WU7DboMnBkokVnU+0Ur1x0EPPLARy6Z1h3HDrEXM4WCS5jmu5GGkPExG0HHQJ95oHtx+o8pPY40w4CGoKiQNCXh70bMPK0nnmsmPYZ3erGXkP/1OhEOL3qx8MMIweeJEAoJqZDmShiDgA6EAkSWXA5U+JQzxRBBCco4N2RkHJsT9CKJQgUP02XWnD7NG/OcRauWQbNSds7K1ZtqqXY5szFLDsgROSEOOSc1ck3qpEE4eSRP5Jm8WK/Wu/Vhff6MZqzZzj6ZC+vrG8R/rBk=</latexit>

f1c2f1c1 + f1c2f2c2

<latexit sha1_base64="T5io2O9BYEe/5QZiSaKPnSSCXZ0=">AAACLXicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+AL9OhlIjHxRHYJUY9ELx4xETCBlcwODU6YfWSmV0PI/odX/QG/xoOJ8epvOLvuQcBOZlKp6k5Vyouk0GjbH1ZhbX1jc6tYKm/v7O7tV6oHXR3GikOHhzJUdx7TIEUAHRQo4S5SwHxPQs+bXqV67xGUFmFwi7MIXJ9NAjEWnKGh7sdDh/JG9ps3rNTsup0NXQVODmokn/awapUGo5DHPgTIJdO679gRunOmUHAJSXkQa4gYn7IJ9A0MmA/anWexE3oSa4YhjUBRIWlGwt+LOfO1nvme2fQZPuhlLSX/0/oxji/cuQiiGCHgqREKCZmR5kqYPoCOhAJEliYHKgLKmWKIoARlnBsyNgUtGPqxRKHCp2SVNdGTsinPWa5qFXQbdees3rxp1lqXeY1FckSOySlxyDlpkWvSJh3CiSLP5IW8Wm/Wu/Vpff2uFqz85pAsjPX9A86zp1E=</latexit>

f1c2f1c1

<latexit sha1_base64="Uannl9o1k99JdVMAxyBd8cKYHSs=">AAACLHicbVDLSsNAFJ34bOur1aWbwSK4Kkko6rLoxmUF+4A2hMn0pg6dPJy5UUrJd7jVH/Br3Ii49TtMaha29awO59zLORwvlkKjaX4Ya+sbm1vbpXJlZ3dv/6BaO+zqKFEcOjySkep7TIMUIXRQoIR+rIAFnoSeN7nO/d4jKC2i8A6nMTgBG4fCF5xhJjm+a1Fu+65NuWu71brZMOegq8QqSJ0UaLs1ozwcRTwJIEQumdYDy4zRmTGFgktIK8NEQ8z4hI1hkNGQBaCd2bx1Sk8TzTCiMSgqJJ2L8PdjxgKtp4GXXQYM7/Wyl4v/eYME/UtnJsI4QQh5HoRCwjxIcyWyOYCOhAJEljcHKkLKmWKIoARlnGdiku2zEBgkEoWKntJVNaueVrLxrOWpVknXbljnjeZts966KmYskWNyQs6IRS5Ii9yQNukQTh7IM3khr8ab8W58Gl+/p2tG8XNEFmB8/wBxx6cp</latexit>

f1c2f2c2

1/2 1/2

<latexit sha1_base64="7lXHRqlnq+9LAphZkwIRP+XpQiQ=">AAACI3icbVDLTsJAFJ3iC/AFunQzkZi4Iq0h6pLoxiUm8kigIdPhAhOm02bmVkNIf8Gt/oBf4864ceG/2NYuBDyrk3PuzTk5XiiFQdv+sgobm1vbO8VSeXdv/+CwUj3qmCDSHNo8kIHuecyAFAraKFBCL9TAfE9C15vdpn73EbQRgXrAeQiuzyZKjAVnmErjoUOHlZpdtzPQdeLkpEZytIZVqzQYBTzyQSGXzJi+Y4foLphGwSXE5UFkIGR8xibQT6hiPhh3kZWN6VlkGAY0BE2FpJkIfz8WzDdm7nvJpc9wala9VPzP60c4vnYXQoURguJpEAoJWZDhWiQrAB0JDYgsbQ5UKMqZZoigBWWcJ2KUzLIU6EcShQ6e4nU1qR6Xk/Gc1anWSeei7lzWG/eNWvMmn7FITsgpOScOuSJNckdapE04mZJn8kJerTfr3fqwPn9PC1b+c0yWYH3/AICrpC8=</latexit>
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Figure 6: Comparison of different distributions obtained with the how-provenance-based
DS with queries Q1 and Q2.

Figure 6 shows how the DS based on how-provenance behaves on the666

polynomial from query Q1 (Figure 6.a) and that from query Q2 (Figure 6.b).667

In Figure 6.a, tuple f1 receives credit 1/3 and the other tuples receive668

1/6, while in Figure 6.b tuple f1 receives credit 1/2 and the others receive669

1/8. This is reasonable since Q2 relies on f1 more than Q1, and it shows how670

how-provenance is sensitive to the tuples’ role in a query.671

672

5.3. Responsibility-based Distribution Strategy673

As described in Section 4.2, causality and responsibility is new informa-674

tion that is added to lineage. One option for a responsibility-based DS is to675

assign the responsibility of each tuple in the lineage of an output tuple as676

its credit. In this way, responsibility is both a way to compute credit and to677

distribute it. Referring to the example of Table 4, in the case of output tuple678

o1, f1 receives credit 1 and the other tuples receive credit 0.5.679

However, we want a DS that is also a function of the input credit value680

k. So, we define a new DS that is a function of the quantity of credit ko that681

assigns to each tuple of the lineage a portion of this credit weighted by its682

normalized quantity of responsibility. This function gives a bigger portion of683

credit to tuples that are higher in the responsibility ranking.684

Definition 5.3. Responsibility-based Distribution Strategy
Let Q a query over the database instance I, o ∈ Q(I) an output tuple, L

the lineage of o, ko the credit given to o and ρt is the responsibility of a tuple
t ∈ L. The credit distributed to tuple t is:

fI,Q(t, ko) = ko
ρt∑
t′∈L ρt′

.
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Figure 7: Example of distribution of credit using the responsibility-based DS, assuming
ko = 1.

Figure 7 shows the responsibility and credit assigned to the tuples of the685

lineage of the output tuple o1 of Table 4. Assuming that ko1 = 1, f1 receives686

credit 1/3, while the others receive credit 1/6.687

688

5.4. Shapley value-based Distribution Strategy689

As with responsibility, the Shapley value can be seen both as a method690

to generate and distribute credit. Moreover, it can be seen that, using the691

definition of Shapley value for Boolean queries given in Section 4.3, the sum692

of the Shapley values of all the tuples of the lineage L of an output tuple o693

is 1.694

Definition 5.4. Shapley Value-Based Distribution Strategy
Let Q be a query over a database instance I, o ∈ Q(I) an output tuple, and
ko the credit given to o. The credit distributed to a tuple t in I is:

fI,Q(t, ko) = ko · Shapley(Q̄o, I, t)

where Q̄o is the Boolean query such that, given the set of facts D, Q̄o(D) = 1695

if and only if o is in the output of Q on D.696

As shown in Table 5, tuple f1 in o1’s lineage takes credit 7/15 when697

ko1 = 1, while the other tuples of the lineage take credit 2/15. This DS still698

rewards f1 more than the other tuples, since it is more important than the699

other tuples of the lineage. However, this DS behaves differently from the700

other two previous strategies. In particular, f1 is rewarded more with this701

DS than with the others.702

In the case of o2 there is only one monomial in the provenance polyno-703

mial and all the three tuples appearing in it are counterfactual causes. The704

consequence, in this type of cases, is that the three distributions behave in705

the same way. Here, all three tuples of o2’s lineage receive credit 1/3.706
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6. Experimental Evaluation707

To understand the trade-offs between these Distribution Strategies (DSs),708

we perform five sets of experiments using queries over target families pre-709

sented on the GtoPdb website. The first set of experiments uses real queries710

extracted from citations to GtoPdb published in the British Journal of Phar-711

macology. The second set uses synthetically produced provenance polyno-712

mials, corresponding to more complex queries, in order to better highlight713

the differences between the DSs. The third set of experiments considers714

the accrual of credit over time by the three strategies, again using synthetic715

queries. The fourth set of experiments shows how the DSs compare to tradi-716

tional citations in giving credit to data curators using both real and synthetic717

queries. In the last set of experiments we report the execution time required718

to compute how-provenance, responsibility and Shapley values of the output719

tuples.720

The source code for the experiments is written in Java and supported by721

a PostgreSQL database. For purposes of reproducibility, the source code722

and all queries are available at https://bitbucket.org/dennis_dosso/723

credit_distribution_project.724

6.1. Real-world queries725

Examples of real queries are drawn from papers published in the British726

Journal of Pharmacology (BJP) 13. Each time a paper in this journal cites a727

webpage from GtoPdb, it reports the URL of the page. From this URL, the728

query used to obtain the webpage data can be determined. We considered all729

889 papers in BJCP citing the IUPHAR/BPS Guide to pharmacology [35]730

as of October 2020, and extracted all webpage URLs to GtoPdb contained731

within the paper.14
732

The queries that we inferred are those used to build target family web-733

pages within GtoPdb. An example was given in Figure 3, where we show734

how the structure of the “Adenosine receptors” family can be mapped into735

queries over the underlying database. In GtoPdb, all target family pages736

share a similar structure; the only difference is that individual sections, such737

13https://bpspubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com
14The IUPHAR/BPS Guide is a journal that describes the structure and evolution of

GtoPdb. At the time of writing, it had received more than 1200 citations on Google
Scholar.
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FAMILY

HOW-PROVENANCE
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RESPONSIBILITY
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SHAPLEY VALUE
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Figure 8: Comparison of four DS on the same table family using the distribution given
by the queries retrieved from papers. Each cell is a tuple.

as “contributors” or “further readings”, may be missing. Therefore, the same738

queries can be used to build all of the target family pages by changing the739

family id used in the query (for example, in Figure 3, it is 3). Note that740

the queries are fairly simple SPJ SQL queries. A total of more than 12K741

different queries were built in this way. Without loss of generality, we give742

each tuple in the output of a query a credit of 1.743

Results. Figure 8 shows the heat-maps obtained by the distribution of credit744

according to the three DS on one of the tables in the underlying database,745

family, which is often joined with other tables in the database to build the746

webpages. Each cell in a heat-map represents a tuple of the family table747

and the color indicates the amount of credit attributed to such tuple. It can748

be seen that the result of credit distribution over family is the same for all749
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three strategies. The same result is also obtained with the other tables of750

the database used by the queries shown in Figure 3.751

The reason why credit distribution is the same for all strategies is that the752

queries are all simple SPJ queries, which use one tuple from each table only753

once and do joins on key attributes (these are always 1-to-1 joins). Under754

these conditions, each output tuple presents: (i) a how-provenance that is755

a single monomial with coefficient one and exponent one in each variable;756

(ii) all tuples are counterfactual causes when considering responsibility, thus757

they have responsibility 1, and (iii) all tuples have the same importance in the758

production of the output tuples according to their Shapley value. Hence, for759

these queries, the DSs behave in the same way: credit is uniformly distributed760

among the tuples of the lineage.761

To illustrate this, consider one of the queries in Figure 3 which is used to762

build the output webpage:763

Q3: SELECT c.first_names, c.surname764

FROM contributor2family AS cf JOIN contributor AS c ON765

cf.contributor_id = c.contributor_id766

WHERE f.family_id = 3767

Q3 returned 10 tuples from the version of GtoPdb used. The first tuple,768

<Bertil B., Fredholm>, has c939 · c2f496 as its provenance polynomial. c939769

represents the provenance token of a tuple in contributor, and c2f496 the770

provenance token of a tuple in table contributor2family. Also, both these771

tuples are counterfactual causes and have a responsibility of one. Therefore,772

the credit assigned to these tuples is 1/2 using all five DS. This happens773

for all the tuples in the output of each query of GtoPdb, thus making the774

distributions equivalent over all outputs.775

However, this is not the case with more complex queries. As we showed776

in the previous section, when two or more tuples are merged as a result of a777

projection or union, the credit distributions will differ between the strategies.778

6.2. Synthetic queries779

To see what happens with more complex queries, we synthetically gener-780

ated provenance polynomials in which the coefficients and exponents could781

be greater than one, and picked them at random from a uniform distribution.782

The queries involve three GtoPdb tables: family, contributor2family, and783

contributor. The polynomials were generated as follows: first, the number784

of monomials was decided by randomly choosing a number between one and785
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How-provenance: 3f31 c2f
2
1 c

2
1 + 2f1c2f

3
2 c

3
2 + 4f5c2f

4
17c

3
18

Credit distribution:

f1 = 59
315 , f5 = 1

18 , c2f1 = 2
21 , c2f2 = 2

15 , c2f17 = 2
9 , c1 = 2

21 , c2 = 2
15 , c18 = 1

6

Causality: counterfactual causes: ∅,
actual causes: {f1, f5, c2f1, c2f2, c2f17, c1, c2, c18}
Responsibility:

f1 = 1
2 , f5 = 1

2 , c2f1 = 1
3 , c2f2 = 1

3 , c2f17 = 1
2 , c1 = 1

3 , c2 = 1
3 , c18 = 1

2

Credit distribution:

f1 = 3
20 , f5 = 3

20 , c2f1 = 1
10 , c2f2 = 1

10 , c2f17 = 3
20 , c1 = 1

10 , c2 = 1
10 , c18 = 3

20

Shapley value:

f1 = 0.2583̄, f5 = 1
8 , c2f1 = 0.0916̄, c2f2 = 0.0916̄, c2f17 = 1

8 , c1 = 0.0916̄, c2 =

0.0916̄, c18 = 1
8

Figure 9: Sample synthetic provenance polynomial (how-provenance) and corresponding
responsibility and Shapley values, together with the corresponding credit distributions.
The sum of Shapley values is equivalent to the quantity of credit being distributed (as-
suming that the input credit is equal to 1).

six. Then, we randomly chose a tuple from the family table, one from the786

contributor2family table and one from the contributor table; these are787

the variables of the monomial. We then chose a coefficient for the monomial788

(between one and three) and an exponent for each tuple (between one and789

four). For the next monomial, we decided if we wanted to keep the same790

tuple from the table family as first tuple of the new monomial. To do so,791

we generated a random float number between zero and one. If the number792

was above 0.2, we changed the family tuple. This number was chosen ar-793

bitrarily to obtain polynomials that presented a certain “variation” in their794

monomials, i.e., to make sure that not all monomials started with the same795

tuple.796

An example can be seen in Figure 9, which shows a sample synthetic797

provenance polynomial (the how-provenance), the causality of the tuples of798

the lineage, together with their responsibility, and, finally, the Shapley values799

of the lineage tuples. The resulting credit distribution for each DS is also800

shown.801

As an example of how the distribution strategies behave with these syn-802

thetic queries, consider tuple f5 in Figure 9. This tuple receives the highest803
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Figure 10: Comparison of three DS on the same table family after the distribution com-
puted using 10K synthetic and randomly generated provenance polynomials. The tuples
in the blue rectangles are used as example in the discussion connected to Figure 11.

quantity of credit using responsibility-based distribution and less credit using,804

in order, the Shapley value and how-provenance. On the other hand, tuple805

f1 is rewarded more by the Shapley value, then, in order, how-provenance806

and responsibility. This difference is explained considering the different role807

of the tuples in the generation of the output and the characteristics of the808

distributions.809

Responsibility creates a ranking among lineage’s tuples describing the im-810

portance of their role in generating the output. As such, the responsibility-811

based DS gives more credit to f1, f5, c2f17 and c18 due to their higher respon-812

sibility values. “Importance” is connected to their corresponding minimal813

contingency sets. For example, f1 has a minimal contingency set (one of814

the many) {f5}, with cardinality 1. On the other hand, c1 has, as minimal815
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Table 6: Results of the pairwise Kendall Tau confidence value on all the DSs on the family
table (the p-vales are all below 0.05).

how resp. Shapley
how 1.0 0.74 0.74

resp. 0.74 1.0 0.89
Shapley 0.74 0.89 1.0

contingency set (one of the many) {f5, c2}, with cardinality two. This means816

that c1 is the “least important” amongst the tuples with minimal contin-817

gency sets of lower cardinality, and this is reflected in the different quantities818

of credit being distributed.819

The Shapley value behaves similarly, but it rewards tuple f1 the most820

and then f5, c2f17, c18, and last all the other tuples of the lineage. Although821

both Responsibility and the Shapley value create a ranking of the tuples822

based on their role in the generation of the output, the corresponding func-823

tions behave differently due to the syntax of the query. For this reason each824

different distribution strategy highlights a slightly different aspect that can825

be considered as “important” when distributing the credit.826

Despite being synthetic, these provenance polynomials are realistic: they827

can be obtained by any nested query with join and union operations that use828

the same tuple multiple times (in which case the exponents are larger than829

one), and the same combination of operations more than once (in which case830

the coefficients of monomials are larger than one).831

Results. The results of credit distribution on the family table using 10K832

randomly generated synthetic provenance polynomials are shown in Figure833

10. We set the maximum value in the heat maps to the highest value reached834

by a tuple in all five distributions (i.e., 7.7, with the Shapley value-based DS).835

There is consistency between the strategies in that tuples which are highly836

rewarded by one strategy are also highly rewarded by the others. This shows837

that the four DSs consistently reward certain tuples more than others.838

Table 6 reports the pairwise Kendall τ correlation values15 for the three839

DSs computed on the family table. As we see, the distribution based on840

15The Kendall’s τ coefficient is a statistic used to measure the ordinal association be-
tween two measured quantities [43]. Intuitively, it is high between two variables when
observation have a similar rank.
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how-provenance is the one that correlates less with the other two strategies,841

while it seems that the DSs based on responsibility and the Shapley value are842

more correlated one with the other. This may be explained because, while843

how-provenance captures how the tuples are used, the other two strategies844

are concerned with the importance of the tuples in the lineage of the query845

(responsibility) and the role that the tuples have in the query seen as a846

coalition game (Shapley value). Hence, the three DSs represent different847

viewpoints about the “importance” of a tuple, and this reflects on their848

distributions. Moreover, we have to consider that how-provenance is a849

provenance, and our approach uses its information to obtain a metric, while850

Responsibility and Shapley value are metrics. The main difference between851

the three resides in the definition of the metric itself. The definition of852

Shapley value resides on the concept of coalition and in the different possible853

combinations in which a coalition is built. Responsibility, on the other hand,854

is based on the concept of minimal contingency. The metric that we derived855

in this paper from how-provenance, instead, exploits the information in the856

polynomial to obtain a value metric that is not based on the concept of a set857

(respectively, coalition and contingency). This may be a further explanation858

of why how-provenance correlates the least with the other twos.859

Considering the three heat-maps reported in Figure 10, it is evident that860

there are many similarities. However, upon closer inspection, it is possible861

to see that they are behaving differently, with certain tuples rewarded more862

with one strategy than with the others.863

The heat-map reporting the distribution produced by the Shapley value is864

the one that, at a closer inspection, shows more evident differences. Although865

the tuples that receive the biggest quantities of credit are the same, the hue866

of these tuple is different.867

We note that the how-provenance-based DS gives an average credit of868

4.18 to each tuple in the table, while the responsibility-based 4.13, and the869

Shapley-based 4.40. Moreover, how-provenance distributed a total of about870

3331 units of credit to the family table, while responsibility assigned 3290,871

and the Shapley value 3505 (the difference of credit is due to the fact that,872

depending on the DS, other tables used in the joins are rewarded more).873

To better understand the differences between DSs, in the next subsection874

we consider the accrual of credit over time. In doing so, we will focus on the875

ten tuples shown within the large yellow rectangles in Figure 11. Each small876

rectangle within a large yellow rectangle is a tuple, and we number them877

from 1 (top) to 10 (bottom). These ten tuples were cherry-picked because878
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they allow us to see the evolution of the distribution of credit through time.879

There are other tuple sets that could have been selected driving us to the880

same considerations.881

6.3. Credit accrual over time882

Since credit accrues over time, we simulate the passage of time by varying883

the number of queries executed, and look at the “snapshots” of credit for each884

of the strategies using synthetic queries. The results are shown in Figure 11.885
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Figure 11: Comparison of the distribution of credit performed by the five DSs on a subset
of 10 tuples taken from the family table, simulating the passing of time. The number
at the top of each group of heat-maps represents the number of polynomials whose credit
has been distributed.

In this figure, four groups of heat-maps are shown. Each group represents886

a “snapshot” taken after 1K, 2K, 5K and 10K provenance polynomials have887
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been considered for credit distribution. The ten tuples in each heat-map are888

those highlighted in the yellow boxes of Figure 10 from the family table.889

The polynomials used are the same as the experiment of the previous890

section. The range of credit in each map goes from 0 (no credit) to 7 (the891

maximum quantity of credit reached – using how-provenance – on one of the892

tuples of the considered window at the “snapshot” with 10K queries). The893

color hue of the legend, as can be seen, still ranges from 0 to 7.7.894

By the end of 1K queries, credit differentials between tuples as well as895

between strategies can be seen. For example, tuple 3 is usually rewarded the896

most credit by all three strategies. Moreover, it can be seen that tuple 1897

receives a higher quantity of credit when how-provenance is adopted, show-898

ing how this form of provenance behaves differently from the others in this899

context. Moving to 2K queries, it is possible to see that tuples 3 and 7 are900

still the most rewarded by the strategies.901

By the end of 5K queries, tuple 7 emerges with the highest value of902

credit with all three DSs, a position which is strengthened with 10K queries.903

Moreover, with the passing of time, tuple 3 ceases to be amongst the most904

rewarded ones and new tuples, such as 6 and 9, emerge as being particularly905

rewarded at 5K, while at 10K tuples 6 and 7 are the most rewarded. The DS906

that rewards the more tuple 7 is the one based on how-provenance (credit907

7.03), followed by the Shapley value (credit 6.64). This is due to the fact908

that tuple 7 had, among some of the polynomials being used for the exper-909

iments, a high responsibility but it did not appear in all the monomials of910

the provenance polynomials. This changed slightly the distribution.911

To sum up, the DS based on how-provenance highlights which tuples in912

the database are used by a query. It distributes credit to the tuples based on913

their role in the queries. In particular, tuples that were used more frequently914

and in many different ways receive more credit. The distributions based on915

responsibility and the Shapley value are more concerned with the importance916

of individual tuples in generating the output. Responsibility, in particular, is917

concerned in the role of the tuple as an actual or counterfactual cause, and918

will reward tuples that are more “fundamental” for the output. On the other919

hand, the Shapley value sees tuples as players in a coalition game where all920

the tuples of the lineage “work” toward the production of the output. The921

tuples whose role is more important in the game defined by the query are922

rewarded with higher quantities of credit.923

These three DSs may be useful for finding “hotspots” in the database924

based on the role of tuples. The preference of one over the others depends925
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Figure 12: Radars presenting the top 20 authors citation-wise and credit wise, together
with their (normalized between 0 and 1) values of citations and credit.

on the type of sensitivity to the role of a tuple in queries that is required by926

the context as dictated by the preferences of the users or the peculiarities of927

the application at hand.928

6.4. Credit vs Citations929

In the last set of experiments, we compare traditional citations to the930

proposed credit distribution strategies to see the difference in reward for931

data authors and curators. Using both real-world and synthetic queries, we932

distribute credit to the authors responsible for the data under the different933

strategies. Our results show that credit rewards authors of data that is cited934

fewer times, but that has a higher impact on the query results.935

To do so, we need to identify a set of authors and queries that cite data936

curated by them. Considering GtoPdb, each target family page has a list937

of curators, representing the people who are co-creators and curators of the938

data comprising the page. This list can be obtained using the last query939

shown in Figure 3. Each time a target family page is cited, we assign one940

citation to each author associated with the page. The authors also receive941

credit in the amount assigned to the data used by the query to construct the942

webpage, equally divided between the authors of the webpage.943

Results: Real-world queries. As described in Section 6.1, we consider real-944

world queries taken from papers published in the BJP which reference web-945
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pages in GtoPdb. Since for these queries there is no difference in the distri-946

bution of credit between the DSs, only one value for credit is used.947

The results are shown in the radar plots of Figure 12, in which each948

number on the outer circle (e.g. 475, 1774 and 3665) represents an author949

(id) and the blue (red) line represents the normalized value of credit generated950

by citations (credit), respectively. The first radar plot, Figure 12.a, shows the951

top 20 authors in terms of citations, ordered in a clockwise direction, whereas952

Figure 12.b orders the authors based on credit. Comparing the author ids953

used in the outer circles of these two plots, it can immediately be seen that954

the “top authors” are very different using these two metrics, although there955

is some overlap (for example, authors 1774, 475, and 4012).956

Diving a bit deeper to focus on the red and blue areas in each of the plots957

reveals that there is a significant difference between citations and credit:958

The top 20 authors in terms of citations do not have the highest values959

of credit (Figure 12.a). Conversely, the authors with the highest values of960

credit do not necessarily have a large number of citations (Figure 12.b). For961

example, author 536 has the highest value of credit, but is not even in the962

top 20 authors in terms of citations. This means that authors like 536, 822,963

and 3342 in Figure 12.b receive much more credit from their relatively few964

citations than authors like 475, who receives the largest number of citations.965

That is, the data underlying certain webpages is more “valuable” in terms966

of credit than a citation to the webpage.967

The reason for the difference between citations and credit is partly due968

to the experimental setup: each output tuple carries a credit of 1, and there969

can be many tuples used to generate a webpage. Thus a webpage that is970

created from more tuples will have a higher credit value than one created971

from fewer tuples. Furthermore, authors who collaborated with fewer people972

will receive a biggest share of the equally divided credit. However, all authors973

will receive a citation of one.974

Credit distribution therefore rewards authors differently than traditional975

citations: an author who has curated larger quantities of cited data and976

collaborated with fewer co-authors, will receive larger quantities of credit.977

Thus, credit rewards them for their larger contribution to the database.978

Results: Synthetic queries. We used the same synthetic polynomials de-979

scribed in Section 6.2, and we distributed credit with the first 100, 1K, and980

10K of them. Since these polynomials are created by randomly selecting981

tuples from three tables, they usually correspond to a set of data curated by982
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Figure 13: Radars presenting the 20 synthetic authors with corresponding citation and
quantities of credit distributed through the 3 DSs (all values normalized between 0 and 1)
through different numbers of polynomials (respectively, 100, 1K and 10K). The order is the
one defined by figure a, i.e. descending order of citations obtained from 100 polynomials.

authors who, in reality, did not collaborate. To make the size of the author983

set more realistic, we therefore created 20 synthetic authors, and randomly984

assigned one author to blocks of consecutive tuples in the database, with the985

size of each block varying between 10 and 40, to simulate different quantities986

of work performed by an author. Every time an author appears as curator of987

one or more tuples used in a polynomial, we assign them one citation. They988

also receive three kinds of credit, each one using a different DS.989

Figure 13 shows three radar plots, one for the results obtained with 100990

polynomials, one with 1K polynomials, one with 10K polynomials. Each991

plot shows the top 20 authors in terms of citations (hence the authors and992

clockwise ordering is the same in each of the plots), and additionally shows993

the normalized values of citation (blue line), how-provenance-based credit994

(yellow line), responsibility-based credit (green line), and the Shapley value-995

based credit (red line).996

As can be seen, given the synthetic nature of the queries, the correlation997

between the number of citations and the quantity of credit assigned to the998

authors appears to be a much stronger than with the real-world queries of999

Figure 12. In fact, for Figure 13.a the linear correlation between the citation1000

number and all three types of credit is always above 0.94 with p-values in1001

the order of 3e− 8.1002

What these figures show is that, in certain cases, authors who do not have1003

a large number of citations receive more credit than others, as for example au-1004

thors 17, 18 and 10 in Figure 13.a, and especially when credit is distributed1005
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Table 7: Average execution time (ms) to compute how-provenance, responsibility and
Shapley values of one output tuple. The accompanying z-values were computed with
confidence of 95% and α = 5.

how-provenance responsibility Shapley
real queries 57.29± 0.25 58.16± 0.02 85.18± 0.24

synthetic queries - 1.48± 0.05 39.79± 2.87

using how-provenance. This again shows how credit gives a different per-1006

spective on the role of data and authors by going beyond the limitations of1007

traditional citations.1008

It is worth noting that, when scaling up to 1K and 10K polynomials, the1009

credit distributions become almost identical (the linear correlation for the1010

values of Figure 13.c is more than 0.99 with a p-value of 1.32e− 32). This is1011

consistent with what we observed in Figure 10.1012

6.5. Execution Time1013

We studied the time required to compute the how-provenance, responsi-1014

bility and Shapley value of the output tuples used in the previous experiments1015

on GtoPdb, for both real and synthetic queries. All experiments were carried1016

out on a MacBook Pro with a 2.4 GHz processor Intel Core i5 quad-core and1017

8 GB of memory at 2133 MHz.1018

Recall that we first compute the how-provenance of real queries, obtaining1019

a total of 58, 037 polynomials. For synthetic queries, we directly produce the1020

polynomials so it was not necessary to compute the how-provenance, whereas1021

responsibility and Shapley values of the output tuples were computed starting1022

from these polynomials.1023

Table 7 reports the average time required to compute how-provenance,1024

responsibility, and Shapley values of one output tuple, both in the case of1025

real and synthetic queries (here, we consider all 10, 000 produced synthetic1026

polynomials when computing the average). All times are reported in millisec-1027

onds. The time reported in the table to compute how-provenance is obtained1028

using the code provided in [66], while the responsibility and Shapley value1029

times are the result of the sum of this time with the time required to compute1030

them starting from how-provenance.1031

From this table, we can see that the overhead required to compute respon-1032

sibility is small, while the overhead for the Shapley value is larger, primarily1033

due to the need to compute the power set of the lineage. We also note that1034
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the execution times for a single tuple are relatively small, but become size-1035

able when the queries present a large result set and, in particular, for tuples1036

with big lineage sets.1037

What we can see from these results is that how-provenance is efficient and1038

gives an informative distribution of credit for SPJ queries. Responsibility is1039

still efficient, and gives a slightly different perspective on credit distribution.1040

The Shapley value adds significant computational overhead, but is still fea-1041

sible for small/medium databases and SPJ queries. Moreover, recent work is1042

investigating new efficient and approximated ways to compute the Shapley1043

value.1044

In the following Sections we provide a bigger picture of computing how-1045

provenance, responsibility and Shapley value for queries beyond SPJ, based1046

on the latest findings in the literature.1047

7. Discussion1048

Before concluding, we discuss some design decisions: the focus on Credit1049

Distribution (as opposed to Credit Generation), the choice of Distribution1050

Strategies and, finally, how the concept of Game Provenance can open up1051

new possibilities for Credit Distribution in new contexts and for new classes1052

of queries.1053

7.1. Credit Generation1054

Credit Generation is the task of generating the credit to be distributed1055

by a DS. Credit Generation presents a series of issues shared by traditional1056

citation practices. For instance, defining the quantity of credit generated1057

for a given citation is still an open problem. Different types of citations may1058

generate different amounts of credit. Data cited as previous work or as useful1059

for previous work may generate less credit than other data extensively used1060

to produce the results presented in a paper. The computation of credit could1061

be done manually (although we must consider the complexity of the task,1062

human biases, and the resources required to carry it out) or automatically,1063

but it must be based on a shared definition of impact, which is still not1064

agreed upon for data or traditional citation. For this reason, we used a1065

uniform credit assignment function.1066

There is also the problem of transitive credit distribution, i.e., how to1067

transitively propagate credit from one cited unit to another unit that was1068

used to produce the one being cited. For this, a graph of cited units that1069
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propagate credit between the units depending on influence could be used.1070

How to propagate credit is an open and non-trivial problem that needs to1071

consider the importance and impact of a citation in a work, be it a paper or1072

data, and how to eventually compute the quantity of credit to be propagated.1073

Finally, in our experiments we assumed that the credit carried by an1074

output tuple is one. Thus, each tuple in the output has equal importance.1075

As described above, this assumption may be revised and different credit to1076

different output tuples could be assigned. Note that from the distribution1077

model viewpoint no change is required since the DCD is defined for a generic1078

value k.1079

7.2. Choice of Distribution Strategies1080

In this paper we presented three different DSs, so the natural question1081

is which one to use. This depends on the task at hand. When we want to1082

highlight the tuples being used in the database by a workload, the lineage-1083

based DS proposed in [27] may be sufficient. When we also want to know the1084

relative impact of tuples in the context of the query, the other DSs should1085

be used since they give a better understanding of the importance of data.1086

In the real-world-based experiments presented in the paper, the three DSs1087

behaved the same, which was due to the specific nature of the data and the1088

queries being used. However, the how-provenance of a query will differ from1089

the lineage of the same query whenever the output tuples can be computed1090

in more than one way by the query. This is usually true when join and1091

projection operators are used in the query. This means that how-provenance1092

DS may be preferred to the simple lineage-based one when more complex1093

provenance polynomials may be expected.1094

To address the question of what types of queries are likely to extract1095

cited data, we turn to the results of published studies on the characteristics1096

of query workloads and the complexity of their queries [39, 58, 63]. These1097

studies show that operations such as inner-/outer-joins and projections occur1098

in many queries. Therefore how-provenances may become quite complex1099

in some instances and provide a distribution of credit that is significantly1100

different from the one obtained with lineage.1101

From the perspective of computational complexity, all three DSs are sim-1102

ilar since we focused on SPJ queries, although there is a slightly larger over-1103

head with the Shapley value (see Section 6.5). However, the tests were con-1104

ducted on a relatively small database using a rather näıve algorithm to com-1105

pute responsibility and the Shapley values. Hence, on a big database, the1106
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Shapley value might become prohibitively expensive to use. On the other1107

hand, faster algorithms to calculate the Shapley value are being investigated1108

and might speed up the process at least for a specific class of queries (e.g.,1109

SPJ) [26].1110

Going beyond SPJ queries, Green et al. [33] proposed the provenance1111

semiring framework for SPJRU (Select, Project, Join, Rename, and Union1112

queries), and Amsterdamer et al. [5] showed how to extend the framework to1113

aggregate queries. This makes the DS based on how-provenance also suited1114

for these important types of queries.1115

Responsibility is harder to compute for general queries (NP-complete).1116

Meliou et al. [51] proved a dichotomy result for conjunctive queries: for each1117

query without self-joins, either its responsibility can be computed in PTIME1118

in the size of the database, or checking if it has a responsibility below a1119

given value is NP-hard. Queries with self-joins are NP-hard in general. This1120

makes responsibility harder to be utilized for credit distribution in a real-1121

world application, since for this problem it is necessary to actually know the1122

responsibility value, not simply the ranking amongst tuples.1123

The Shapley Value has (at least) four properties that are widely believed1124

to be important:1125

1. Efficiency : The sum of the Shapley values of all agents equals the1126

value of the grand coalition, so that all the gain is distributed among1127

the agents.1128

2. Symmetry : If i and j are two actors who are equivalent in the sense1129

that v(S ∪ {i}) = v(S ∪ {j}) for every subset S ⊆ N that contained1130

neither i nor j, then their Shapley values are the same.1131

3. Null player : The Shapley value of a null player i in a game v is zero.1132

A player i is null if v(S ∪ {I}) = v(S) for all coalitions S such that1133

i /∈ S.1134

4. Linearity: If two coalition games described by gain functions v and w1135

are combined, then the distributed gains should correspond to the gains1136

derived from v and the gains derived from w, that is: Shapi(v + w) =1137

Shapi(v) + Shapi(w) for every i ∈ N . Also, for any real number a,1138

Shapi(a · v) = a · Shapi(v).1139

Livshits et al. [48] studied the computational complexity of calculating1140

the Shapley values in query answering. They showed lower bounds on the1141

complexity of the problem, with the exception of the sub-class of self-join free1142

SPJ queries called hierarchical queries, where they gave a polynomial-time1143
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algorithm (which, however, do not appear to be useful for real world sce-1144

narios [26]). Very recently, Deutch et al. [26] proved that the Shapley value1145

can be efficiently (polynomial-time) reduced to probabilistic query answering.1146

This not only applies to hierarchical queries, but to general SPJ queries. This1147

means that one can compute Shapley values using a query engine for prob-1148

abilistic databases, for example, the practically effective Knowledge Compi-1149

lation [40]. More precisely, the approach in [26] shows that their approach1150

can exactly compute the Shapley value quickly in most cases while, in other1151

cases, the relative order given by the Shapley value may be obtained. This1152

new work makes the Shapley value a viable solution for Credit Distribution1153

for many queries.1154

We can conclude that, given the current state-of-the-art in computing1155

provenances, the how-provenance-based DS is, at the moment, one of the1156

most informative and cost-efficient type of provenance that can be used.1157

The other forms of information such as responsibility and Shapley may still1158

be used in the majority of cases, that may incur in computational problems,1159

in particular with large databases and query logs.1160

1161

7.3. The case of Game Provenance and Query Evaluation Games1162

1163

Game Provenance. Köhler et al. [44] described the notion of game prove-1164

nance, i.e. a form of provenance in the context of games.1165

A generic game is modeled as a graph G = (V,M), where the set of nodes1166

V represents the possible positions in the game, while the set M ⊆ V × V1167

represents the possible moves from one position to another. A play π is a1168

sequence (finite or infinite) of edges M that describes the subsequent moves1169

performed by two players, I and II, that play one after the other. The player1170

that finds themselves in a position where no move is possible loses (π is1171

lost by that player), at which point the other player wins (π is won by that1172

player).1173

Since any First-Order (FO) query ϕ(x̄) on an input database instance1174

D can be expressed as a non-recursive Datalog¬ (Datalog with negation)1175

program Qϕ, Köhler et al. [44] observe that the evaluation of Q(D) can1176

be seen as a game between players I and II who argue whether an atom1177

A ∈ Q(D).1178

[44] also shows that game provenance coincides with semiring provenance1179

(i.e., how provenance) for positive queries but that, unlike semiring prove-1180
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nance, it naturally extends to full FO queries with negation. This provenance1181

can be represented as a particular type of tree, called operator tree.1182

Therefore, game provenance opens up new possibilities for credit distribu-1183

tion. First of all, new DSs based on the information provided by the operator1184

trees of queries can be devised. These new DSs can be based on the operator1185

tree topology, propagating the credit as a flux through its nodes and edges,1186

devising new methods and dynamic for the distribution. Second, new DSs1187

for the class of FO queries with negation may be devised. In particular, as1188

shown in [47], these operator trees can also be used for why-not provenance,1189

i.e., to explain the absence of a fact from the query output. In this case,1190

new strategies may produce credit corresponding to “missing” facts in the1191

query output. This, in turn, may allow to assign credit to “missing” facts in1192

the database instance whose absence is critical for the missing output fact.1193

This information can be useful for the database administrators to under-1194

stand if some valuable information is missing, and help them decide whether1195

and where to allocate the necessary resources to create/add those data if1196

possible/sensible.1197

8. Conclusions and Future Work1198

This paper expanded on our previous work on data credit and data credit1199

distribution based on the notion of lineage in [27] by defining three new dis-1200

tribution strategies based on how-provenance, responsibility, and the Shapley1201

Value. The how-provenance-based DS considers the frequency with which a1202

tuple or combination of tuples is used in the query through the information1203

contained in a provenance polynomial. In this case, the how-provenance-1204

based DS is more sensitive than the lineage-based DS to the role and im-1205

portance of tuples. The second DS exploits the notion of responsibility, a1206

real value that ranks the lineage tuples based on their degree of causality in1207

generating the output. The third DS is based on the Shapley value function,1208

used to rank the facts of the database, seen as players, in producing the re-1209

quired result. To do so, the wealth function in the Shapley value’s definition1210

was adapted for general free-variable queries on the database.1211

To show the differences between the three new DSs, we performed exten-1212

sive experiments based on GtoPdb, a curated scientific relational database,1213

using both real and synthetic queries. In the first set of experiments, we1214

used select-project-join (SPJ) queries extracted from citations to webpages1215

in GtoPdb found in papers published in the British Journal of Pharmacol-1216
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ogy. Using these “real” queries, we distributed credit to tuples in different1217

tables of the database, highlighting tuples that were more frequently used.1218

We showed that, with these queries, the three strategies produce the same1219

distribution. This is because the SPJ queries were fairly simple, and did not1220

use self-joins. Therefore the formulas underlying the different DSs had the1221

same output.1222

In the second set of experiments, we synthetically produced more com-1223

plex provenance polynomials, corresponding to more complex queries, that1224

resulted in exponents and coefficients in the provenance polynomials that1225

were greater than (or equal to) 1. These experiments highlighted the differ-1226

ences between the three DSs. While the DS based on lineage presented in1227

[27] rewards all the tuples used by a query equally, the strategy based on1228

responsibility gives more credit to tuples that are more critical to the query.1229

Responsibility considers the relative importance of a tuple in the generation1230

of the output. The DS based on the Shapley value similarly rewards the1231

tuples based on their participation. The more impactful the role of a tuple,1232

the higher its reward in credit. This distribution proved to be different from1233

the previous two and to reward even more tuples that are used in more than1234

one monomial. How-provenance is even more sensitive to the tuple’s role: it1235

also considers the frequency with which a tuple or a set of tuples is used.1236

In the third set of experiments, we showed how the differences between1237

the DS are compounded over time, i.e. when more and more queries are1238

processed by the system.1239

In the fourth set of experiments we compared traditional citations to1240

authors to the credit accrued to them via the DSs. We showed how, in1241

both real-world and synthetic scenarios, credit rewards authors who con-1242

tribute/curate data that has the highest impact, and therefore receives the1243

biggest quantity of credit, and not necessarily the data with the highest ci-1244

tation count. In this sense, credit appears to be an useful new measure to1245

discover data and their corresponding curators that have a high impact in1246

the research world, even when they are cited few times or do not appear at1247

all in the data that are cited (i.e., the case of data used to build the output1248

of a query but that is not visualized in the output itself).1249

In the last set of experiments we showed how, on GtoPdb, all the ap-1250

proaches present reasonable execution times, but we noted how the compu-1251

tation of Shapley value may become unfeasible on bigger databases and with1252

bigger queries. Very recent works such as [26] showed that it is still possible1253

to compute the Shapley value in polynomial time in many cases.1254
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In future work, we plan to explore different strategies to generate and1255

distribute credit. In this paper we assumed that each output tuple carries1256

credit 1. In more sophisticated scenarios we can employ different strategies1257

to compute credit, that reflect the importance of cited data. Other, more1258

sophisticated, strategies could also be used to decide how credit is distributed1259

between the authors, beyond the uniform distribution used here, in a way1260

to reflect the work performed by them on the cited data. There are also a1261

number of other intriguing applications for credit over relational databases.1262

One such application is data pricing, which gives a price to a query submitted1263

by a user who wants to buy the produced information. Currently, a common1264

strategy used for data pricing is based on query rewriting: A database stores a1265

set of views with their price. When a new query arrives, the system rewrites1266

it using the stored views to obtain a query price, a process that can be1267

computationally expensive. We plan to distribute credit through carefully1268

planned and representative queries, and use credit information to define a1269

new, faster, and potentially more flexible pricing function.1270

Another application is data reduction [52], which addresses the problem of1271

reducing the vast – and rapidly expanding – amount of data that is being pro-1272

duced. Data credit can help address this problem by identifying “hotspots”1273

and “coldspots” of data. A hot spot is data in a database (e.g. a tuple) with1274

a high quantity of credit, which is therefore valuable for the set of queries1275

that execute frequently over the data and distribute the credit. A cold spot1276

is data with a low quantity of credit which can therefore be considered as less1277

important, and could be deleted, summarized, or moved to cheaper and/or1278

less efficient memory.1279
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